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Alexander Steve Wilson
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ABSTRACT

In the opening months of 2012, I visited El Salvador to conduct visual 

ethnographic  fieldwork  with  my  extended  family,  a  group  of  political  and 

economic  elites.   The  study used hand-held  digital  video technology and a 

combination  of  visual  and  symbolic  anthropological  theory  to  frame  and 

analyze the production of political and personal knowledge.  The thesis and 

Spanish-language  anthropological  documentary  film,  ¿Qué  más,  mi  niño?, 

explore intersecting points of class and memory within an elite Latin American 

family to produce a living account of community identity.  By tracing narratives 

and experiences,  I  argue that  history  is  a  malleable  social  construction  that 

carries emotive and material weight.

   _______________________          _______________________
       Maria D. Vesperi                         Anthony P. Andrews    

 Division of Social Sciences         Division of Social Sciences
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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION // MARX AND THE KEY

I arrived in El Salvador on January 5th, 2012.  In the days leading up to 

my arrival I was predictably nervous, swarming with misguided and fantastic 

atoms of excitement.  The first thing I remembered about El Salvador was the 

smell, that beautiful intersection where mountain and smog collide, rippling up 

and  into  the  landing  strip.   Touching  down  into  the  country,  my  father 

commented that the airport had grown so much over the years, since the war.  

He worked there once,  sleeping on an office desk until  Jacinto, his mother's 

cousin, fired him.  We exited the plane, chins up, and ran through the swarm. 

Customs came and visas were stamped.  The random bag search missed us this 

time.   We moved forward and into the  daylight,  out  of  the sterile  entrance 

breaking with life.

It wasn’t long before my uncle Richard pulled up in the Jeep.  He was 

there with his cousin, María Tere.1 We got in.  “Here’s your beer,”  she told me.

“Thanks, do you mind if I smoke?  It’s been awhile.”

Quickly, she responded, “Yeah, did you bring weed?”  Marijuana on a 

plane where all  I  could think about was my thesis.   I  politely informed her 

1 All names in this document are real.  Where variations exist, I use the most preferred and 
commonly used names,  including nicknames.   For  example,  Papa Beto was born Carlos 
Alberto.  Written  signatures  of  informed  consent  were  given  by  participants  in  filmed 
interviews.
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otherwise and took out a cigarette.  Should I have mentioned the violence that 

brick weed had brought El Salvador?  Was it the time to throw my politics on 

my sleeve?  Whatever the answer, I stayed quiet and watched the landscape. 

The  sharp  mountain  peaks  and  volcanic  lakes  transformed  into  towns  and 

storefronts spilling off the highway.  Thick, salty air filled my lungs and I was in  

El Salvador.

The idea to conduct ethnographic research with my extended family in 

El  Salvador  had  come  about  a  year  before.   The  roots  of  the  project  were 

probably simple, an attraction to my own exotic past.  Most of what I knew was 

through  familial  gossip  –  their  immense  wealth,  only  matched  by  their 

arrogance.   As it  turned out,  neither  was accurate.   A particularly  inspiring 

course in Visual Anthropology with Professor Maria Vesperi convinced me that 

I should make a film out of the experience with the written thesis composed as  

an accompaniment.  Each piece could be appreciated separately, but the entire 

experience necessitated both works.  Thoughts of the project came up from time 

to time,  usually  around some sort  of  deadline,  until  it  eventually  became a 

reality,  complete with faculty approval, an OK from the Institutional Review 

Board,  and  funding.   While  the  entire  planning  process  was  deceptively 

complex, at least I was going to El Salvador.

After an hour or so of swerving through slow traffic we arrived at my 

grandmother’s house in Santa Tecla.  The city had been my family’s home for 

generations.   Walking  down  the  streets,  every  house  seemed  to  have  held 

successions of grandparents, great grandparents, their siblings, cousins, aunts 
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and uncles, and friends long gone.  In the coming months my grandmother, 

Adela, would point them out during walks.  “This was my father’s house.  This 

was where Jacinto’s father lived.  Roberto grew up right down the street.”  This 

was her city in a lot of ways, though she always told me that her sister, Nora, 

knew more people.

As we pulled up to Adela’s house, the familiar gate loomed large.  Green 

steel  and concrete  was  her  barrier  from the  city,  though other  houses  used 

barbed wire as well.  My family would come to tell me that this wasn’t always 

how El Salvador was built.  First the war scared people into shutting in their 

lawns.  Then it was the Mara Salvatrucha, MS-13, a notorious gang that spreads 

across  Central  America  and into the  U.S.,  where  it  was  founded.    Pictures 

confirmed this.

After a quick phone call and a few honks on the car horn, the solid gate 

opened and we pulled into the driveway.  Adela’s  home was spacious,  two 

stories  and  framed  by  slitted  windows  with  bright  paint  and  overhanging 

balconies.  Above the carport sat a separate office with two rooms and its own 

bathroom.  The brick driveway was large enough to fit two cars; it was lined 

with potted plants that I could not name.  Waiting for us was Adela’s maid, her 

muchacha.  Her name was Yanet.

Yanet was one of a number of maids I would come to know, related to 

each other by blood or land.  She met my grandmother though her father, a 

farmhand, just like his father before.  Yanet was not much older than I, though 

she had a daughter eight or nine years old.  They still lived out on a farm and  
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would insist on taking the bus in and out of Santa Tecla every day.  While we 

talked consistently, and she cooked my meals and cleaned my laundry, I cannot 

say that she and I ever really got to know each other.  Roxy lived at the house as  

well.  Disowned by her mother and the father never mentioned, she lived with 

her grandmother, Adela’s former maid.  When she was about eight or nine, my 

grandmother took her in and paid for her  schooling in exchange for chores 

around the house.  By the time I arrived in El Salvador, she was 22 and finishing 

her  bachelor's  degree  in  communications  at  “José  Simeón  Cañas”  Central 

America University (UCA).

Stepping out of the car, I settled.  My room was one of the guest spaces 

upstairs.  I had a bathroom and cable television.  Of the two beds, I chose the 

one next to the balcony.  Over the following months, that bed would be made 

for me twice every day, despite my best efforts – first in the morning by Yanet,  

next at night by Adela.  Surprisingly, I did very little work in this room.  While I  

would  read  there  at  night,  Adela  offered  me  the  office  for  school  work.

The office above the garage was lined with a row of windows facing the 

main house.  There I set up my computer as a reclusive space to work on my 

research and review the video footage.  It was a lucky opportunity to keep the 

interviews confidential  there,  but the seclusion was a bit  of a sham.  Adela, 

Roxy and Yanet all had access.  Security was a serious concern of mine because 

of the sensitive nature of the research.  In addition, family politics became a 

crucial point of balance in my fieldwork.  Before arriving, my father warned me 

that  Adela  and  the  maids  enjoyed  rifing  through  their  guests'  belongings. 
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While I  was skeptical  of  his  insinuations,  I  eventually  experienced  this  first 

hand.  Luckily the controversial item found had little to do with my family’s 

privacy – it was a book on Karl Marx.

The  Bondanzas  had  been  politically  active  for  generations.   No  one 

seems to remember the details, but sometime in the 1930s Papa Beto took part 

in a failed military coup.  He was sent to prison, due for execution, when a 

powerful friend got him out.  Instead, he was put under a sort of house arrest  

where he could not leave the port city of La Libertad.  One of his brothers later 

took  part  in  a  Communist  uprising  led  by  Farabundo Martí  in  1932.   That 

movement was quickly suppressed in a month-long genocide called La Matanza 

(the Massacre),  in  which mostly Native Americans were targeted.    No one 

wanted to talk about Rafael Bondanza, the Communist.  No one wanted to talk 

about where the Maya, Lenca, and Nahuatl-speaking Pipil went.  Papa Beto’s 

son, Beto, made his own political mark by co-founding the main rightist party 

in  El  Salvador,  the  Nationalist  Republican  Alliance  (Arena).   Arena  was 

spearheaded by Roberto d'Aubuisson, Beto’s childhood friend, as an alternative 

to  the  military  junta  during  the  Civil  War.   They  insisted  on  a  return  to 

democracia  y  patria (democracy  and  fatherland),  with  an  immediate  plan  of 

stopping  Communism.   While  the  role  of  Arena  during  the  war  is  still  a 

polemical issue, the party has been immensely powerful since the peace accords 

were signed and d'Aubuisson died in 1992.  They controlled the presidency and 

dominated the Salvadoran congress until 2009.  While no Bondanza has run for 

office, their support for Arena has been total.  Karl Marx had not been popular 
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in this line of the family.

Political difference was bound to be a point of tension in my research. 

While my family has been active in the political right, I have spent many of my 

college years involved in left-of-center activism.  The Bondanzas were told by 

my father about my participation in high profile movements such as Occupy 

Wall  Street,  though  they  never  doubted  my  right-wing,  pro-capitalist 

credentials.  After finding my book on Marx, Adela explained it away as getting 

to know the enemy.  She told me how her father had read Marx and Lenin (and 

even named a dog after Trotsky) so that he could debate on firm ground.  She 

assured me that he was very right wing, “more right than you and I combined.” 

She was probably accurate.

After a few days in El Salvador, my daily life quickly took routine form. 

This was partly because of my academic obligations, the expectations of my 

hosts and the physical and cultural limitations on my stay.  My routine and the 

set of habits I gained came to define me as a person for my family, a group of 

people I did not know well.  The day usually started around six or six thirty in 

the morning when I woke to a cell phone alarm, from a pay-as-you-go phone I  

borrowed for the trip.  This was the time when my grandmother left for work, 

so the water heater was still on for a morning shower and coffee was already 

made.   Feeling particularly  detached  from my home in  the  United States,  I 

spent every morning reading the news over coffee and a cigarette.  Smoking 

was permitted indoors and I  took advantage of that opportunity.  At seven, 

Yanet arrived and cooked my breakfast.  It was almost always two eggs cooked 
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with cheese, a small portion of frijoles borrachos – a black bean dish cooked with 

beer – fried plantains, two slices of toast with butter, a cup of fresh squeezed 

orange juice and another cup of coffee.   After this  meal,  which was usually 

brought to me in my office, I would begin my class work or my ethnographic 

notes.  This would last until lunch was served, which was always some sort of 

meat and vegetable dish served with thick tortillas.  I  never got used to the 

large portions offered and I would usually ask for less so that none would be 

wasted.

At this point, I typically left the house and walked downtown in order to 

sit at a coffee shop and continue working.  This turned out to be a much more 

difficult process than expected.  I did not have a key to the house for the first 

few weeks and I had to time my coming and going with Yanet's schedule.  The 

key was a peculiar point of tension in that no guest was ever given one.  Adela's 

niece,  María Tere, had lived with her for three months without a key of her 

own.  Her sons, including the two who live in the country, were never allowed a 

key despite their best efforts.  I eventually managed to get one by making the 

situation appear dire.  One day I was downtown when Adela came home from 

work after Yanet and Roxy had left for the day.  I would have been the only 

person to let her in, but I was locked out myself.  The next day I had a key, so  

long as I would come home in time to let Adela in the house.  Usually, after she 

arrived, I  would make myself a dinner out of left-overs and watch Spanish-

language television.  After having a cigarette and writing in my journal about 

the day's events, I fell asleep.  The next day would proceed in a similar way 
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unless an interview or a trip was scheduled.

Footing

In  filming  the  Bondanza  family,  I  play  with  three  separate  areas  of 

academic research.  The history and culture of El Salvador continues to inform 

contemporary understandings of community and place.  From pre-contact era 

to the 20th century civil war, the power has regularly cycled along autocratic 

lines.   The  anthropology  of  elites,  a  child  of  elite  theory  and  radical 

anthropology from the late 1960s, has moved with many stops and few starts. 

Literature on the topic is prevalent, but theory has stagnated over the past few 

decades because of  minimal ethnographic  work.   Visual anthropology has a 

disputed  history  and  a  body  of  theory  which  draws  from  contemporary 

movements  within  anthropology  at  large.   Written  criticism  of  the  sub-

discipline rarely appeared until the 1970s, as a few practitioners struggled to 

unshackle their media from functionalist interpretations.  The tension between 

ethnographic film as a research tool and as a form of analysis in itself continues 

today, couched in jargon such as “refexivity.”  I chose the intersection of these 

three areas of research as a fertile ground for my work in El Salvador because 

they open access to my own interests in power and class while allowing for 

novel explorations through media.  In Chapter Two, I review the literature of 

these three topics, focusing on the history and development of ideas.  As far as I 

have been able to tell, no ethnographic films of elites exist yet, particularly none 

based in or from El Salvador.
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My methods for conducting fieldwork evolved out of the visual focus. 

Collecting information involved the casual conversation and the fury of pen 

and paper, though the camera never left my mind.  In Chapter Three, I detail  

my methodology and the experience of filming.  Chapter Four is devoted to the 

narrative intersection of ethnographic detail and historical accounts.

Memory  and  family  identity,  porous  and  layered  constructions,  have 

several access points and forms of (re)presentation.  In Chapter Five, I frame my 

ethnographic  experiences  and  ensuing  video  using  models  of  class 

reproduction, disjointed presentations of self, and memory as a social process. 

The  symbolic  analysis  of  persisting  cultures  and  Gilles  Deleuze  and  Felix 

Guattari's rhizome model (1987) inform my analysis of family as a dynamically 

and  actively  constructed  field  of  social  relations.   Deleuze's  application  of 

Bergson  to  the  cinematic  image  (1986,  1989)  and  Richard  Schechner's 

developments  in  performance  theory  (1985)  guide  a  discussion  of 

representation in ethnographic video.

In Chapter Six, I conclude with a brief ethnographic account of my final 

days in El Salvador and revisit the relationship between history and memory as 

a space of creating meaning.
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CHAPTER II:

LITERATURE REVIEW // HISTORY, ELITES, FILM

In this chapter,  I  provide an overview of the history and literature of 

three topics which situate my fieldwork with the Bondanza family: El Salvador, 

the anthropology of elites, and visual anthropology.

El Salvador1

El Salvador is located along the Pacific coast of Central America, through 

the  southern  volcanic  range.   A drastic  difference  in  highland and lowland 

ecologies provides for extreme diversity in fora, fauna, climate and landforms. 

The coastal lowlands consist of plains, hills, volcanic slopes and regular, fast-

fowing  rivers  and  a  few  large  tidal  swamp  zones.   In  the  highlands,  the 

volcanic  chain  is  located  in  a  trans-isthmian  depression  which  causes  the 

valleys to be relatively low; many have become lakes.

The  first  people   in  the  area  arrived  during  the  Pleistocene  Ice  Age 

around 8,000  BCE.   Maize  was domesticated between 7,000  and 5,000  BCE, 

kicking off the first major wave of permanent settlements in the region.  During 

1 In constructing this history I rely heavily on Thomas P. Anderson's histories, Matanza (1992) 
and The War of the Dispossessed (1981), Hugh Byrne's El Salvador's Civil War (1996), Inevitable  
Revolutions by  Walter  LaFeber  (1993),  Virginia  Tilley's  Seeing  Indians (2005),  David 
Browning's geographic survey, El Salvador (1971), and Robert M. Carmack, Janine Gasco and 
Gary H. Gossen's text, The Legacy of Mesoamerica (2007).
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the Formative Period (2000 BCE to 200 CE), some settlements expanded into 

towns and cities and the earliest  states emerged.  These were followed by a 

succession of kingdoms which bloomed in the Classic and Post-Classic Periods. 

The  pattern  of  growing  social,  economic  and  political  complexity  was 

complimented  by  a  movement  toward  smaller,  commercially-oriented  city 

states.  Long-distance exchange and expanding market systems decentralized 

political power but emphasized the market as an orienting force.  At contact, 

most Mesoamerican regions were centered in towns or cities and included a 

surrounding rural peasantry.  More than 100 polities existed at contact, most of 

which served as core areas of political and economic infuence.  The largest was 

the Aztec Empire, which controlled most of Central Mexico at the time of the 

Spanish  conquest.   Very  little  documentary  evidence  is  known about  trade 

centers  along  the  Pacific  coast  of  Guatemala  and  El  Salvador,  but  there  is 

archaeological and Colonial Period evidence of trade along the coast, and of 

extensive salt-works all  along the Pacific shores from Chiapas to Nicaragua. 

Coastal  peoples  undoubtedly  supplied  the  surrounding  coastal  plains  and 

adjoining  highlands  with  salt  and  seafood,  and  other  maritime  resources 

(Andrews 1983, 1991).

The Southeastern Central America Periphery is generally split into two 

areas, from southern Guatemala and eastern Honduras to El Salvador, and from 

Western Honduras and Costa Rica to Nicaragua.  The northern section, mostly 

comprised of Pipil and Maya peoples, had much more direct contact with the 

core areas of Guatemala and Yucatán than the rest of the periphery, though little 
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is known about the nature of this relationship.  Whether they functioned as a 

buffer, frontier or intermediate region for core polities is unknown.  They were 

probably  integrated  through  political  and  economic  pressures  through  the 

forced provision of raw materials such as cotton, cacao, feathers, animal skins, 

dyes  and  gold.   The  region  was  organized  into  primitive  city  states  and 

advanced chiefdoms,  with the largest  communities  at  Escuintla,  Mita,  Izalco 

and Cuzcatlan.  These polities were relatively decentralized and the political  

structures were comprised of a ruler, an elected council and war chiefs when 

necessary.

In 1524, Pedro de Alvarado was the first conquistador to enter what is 

now El Salvador.  After a lengthy campaign, land was divided and locals were 

forced into the encomienda system, a tribute of labor to Spanish landlords.  The 

region became a part of the Kingdom of Guatemala, managed by a Captain-

General in Guatemala City.  The kingdom was delineated into six provinces run 

by governors:  Chiapas,  Guatemala,  San Salvador,  Honduras,  Nicaragua,  and 

Costa Rica.  The entire political and economic structure was subordinate to the 

viceroy of New Spain in Mexico City.  Initially, cacao and Peruvian balsam were 

the  dominant  cash  crops  of  San  Salvador,  but  overproduction  prompted  a 

switch to indigo and cattle.  Cacao continued to be a prominent crop, but was 

gradually replaced by coffee in the 19th century.  Indigo, a notoriously brutal 

crop, demanded intense labor from the workers. The cattle managed to be a 

more  potent  symbol  of  domination;  allowed  to  roam  freely,  they  quickly 

destroyed Indian land and increased dependency on landlords.
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Mexico  achieved  independence  from  Spain  in  1821  and  immediately 

attempted to fold Central America into the new empire.  The arrangement only 

lasted a few months and the United Provinces of Central America emerged in 

its wake.  The project was initially broad in regional representation, if biased 

towards  the  north.  José  Manuel  Arce,  a  Salvadoran who led the  first  failed 

uprising against Spain in 1811, was the chief architect and set Guatemala City as 

the capital.  A Honduran named Francisco Morazán became the first president 

in 1830.  The union was short lived.  First, tensions between liberal, anticlerical 

figures  and  the  aristocracy  prompted  Morazán  to  move  the  capital  to  San 

Salvador in  1834.   Rafael  Carrera,  a  Guatemalan  and pet  of  the  aristocracy, 

immediately led a successful revolt that established a dictatorship in Guatemala 

until 1865.  The Union fell apart in 1841 when the other provinces left to create 

their own states, though El Salvador was repeatedly conquered and tethered to 

Guatemala.

Despite  the  volatile  and  factional  start,  dreams  of  a  unified  Central 

America continued into the 20th century.  Eight attempts were made between 

1842 and 1862 alone.  Thomas P. Anderson outlines a general pattern of the era 

in which El Salvador led the quest for unity, Honduras and Nicaragua joined in, 

and Guatemala, the strongest,  and Costa Rica,  the least  populated,  declined. 

The multinational effort to depose William Walker, a United States Southerner 

who  attempted  an  empire-building  project  in  Nicaragua  (1855-56),  also 

promoted  Central  American  unity,  though  the  movement  eventually  failed. 

Along the way, Carrera made his own attempts at a Guatemalan-centered union 
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by deposing presidents and installing puppets throughout the region.  In 1873, 

a  violent  liberal  named Justo  Rufino Barrios  continued Carrera's  unification 

project by installing Rafael Zaldívar in El Salvador.  The puppet betrayed him 

and Barrios proclaimed a war of unity.  Zaldívar was exiled from El Salvador. 

Barrios died in the first battle.  Most subsequent attempts at unification were 

thwarted by a variety of coups and assassinations.

The introduction of regular violent political and military upheavals in 

the 19th century was paralleled by the introduction of coffee.  In the 1870s, the 

indigo market became depressed and production levels followed.  Desperate, 

the government gave tax exemptions to landowners who produced anything 

from rubber to tobacco, vanilla, and coffee.  Not only did coffee gain Salvadoran 

love, it expanded so fast that the Santa Ana region tripled production between 

1877 and 1881 alone. By 1933, coffee comprised a third of El Salvador's crop 

coverage.  With coffee production came a new liberalism and, in the name of the 

free market, the aforementioned Zaldívar abolished all communal lands in 1881. 

A “new class of wealthy  finca [farm] owners became the elite of the country” 

(Anderson  1981:17).  By 1960, the liberal project had succeeded: a hundredth of 

a  percent  of  large  landholders  owned  16  percent  of  El  Salvador's  land. 

Anderson elaborates:

El Salvador has long had a legend that it is ruled by los catorce, the 
fourteen  families.   This  is  a  myth  and  not  subject  to 
documentation, but myths often tell us more than sober statistics. 
Salvadorans instinctively feel the oppressive presence of such an 
elite; and if no one can agree on the actual family names of those 
who make up los catorce, certain names are identified over and 
again  as  members  of  the  group:  Dueñas,  Regalado,  Duke,  Sol, 
Sandoval, Escalón, Meléndez (1981:18).
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In addition to elite landholders, turn of the century El Salvador maintained a 

small middle class, a small urban working class, and an enormous peasantry, 80 

percent of the nation by 1930.

After  a  series  of  fraudulent  elections,  coups and the  rule  of  a  family 

dynasty,  Don Pío Romero Bosque exiled his  predecessor,  Alfonso Quinónez, 

and held free elections in 1931, possibly the first in the nation's history and the 

last  until  the 1980s.   Arturo  Araujo,  a  political  progressive,  formed his  own 

Labor Party and won.  Unfortunately, it is unknown if Araujo's talk of social  

reform was genuine because a group of young officers attempted a coup the 

same year he was elected.  Araujo fed to Guatemala for safe haven while his 

vice-president  and  military  commander,  General  Maximiliano  Hernández 

Martínez, was captured.  In a strange turn of events, Martínez emerged several 

days later as the leader of the coup.  A student of the occult, he remained in 

office until 1944.

Things moved along swiftly in January, 1932 when a group of peasants 

revolted.   Despite  the  prior  arrest  of  the  movement's  organizers,  including 

Farabundo Martí,  the peasants brandished their  machetes,  looted shops and 

managed to kill  a few notable opponents.   Rumors of  the peasants'  ferocity 

quickly circulated the country and were exaggerated just as fast.  Thus, when 

they attacked the city of Sonsonate on January 23rd,  the military was waiting 

with machine guns.  The next day, Martínez started a hunt for “Communists,” 

recognized by their indigenous skin, clothes, or language.  Any peasant who 

could not be vouched for by a landlord was targeted.  Men were taken in large 
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groups,  tied together,  placed along the road or  a church wall,  and machine 

gunned.   If  possible,  the  bodies  were  thrown into  mass  graves,  though the 

extermination moved so swiftly that most bodies were left to rot.  Of the 1.4 

million Salvadorans, 10,000-20,000 people were probably killed in that month, 

but  estimates  run as  high as 40,000.   The  event  is  still  referred to  as  as  La 

Matanza.  To this day, less than one percent of Salvadorans claim indigenous 

ancestry.

No séance  could save  “El  Brujo (the  Warlock)”  Martínez  and he  was 

ousted in September, 1944. On October, 21st, the new junta government fell to 

another coup, led by Col. Osmin Aguirre y Salinas.  His handpicked successor, 

General Salvador Castaneda Castro, won the 1945 election handedly.  By 1961, 

three  more  coups  occurred,  some  bloodier  than others,  and  a  tacit  bargain 

between  the  military  and  the  landed  elite  ossified:  the  military  would  run 

politics  and  the  oligarchy  would  manage  the  economy,  their  respective 

specialties.   Simultaneously,  the  population  exploded  while  farmland  was 

converted from food production to cash crops such as coffee and, thanks to the 

green revolution, cotton.  This farmland belonged to fewer and fewer people. In 

the early 1960s, 1.5 percent of farms were on 60 percent of the nation's land. 

There were more people, earning lower wages, and living in fewer homes.  A 

lot of people migrated, especially to Honduras.

On  July  14th,  1969,  the  Salvadoran  Air  Force  attacked  Honduran 

airports.   For  the  next  four  days,  the  “Soccer  War,”  claimed  2,000  lives, 

wounded 4,000 others, created 100,000 refugees, and cost $50-million.  Though 
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El  Salvador  claimed  victory,  130,000  Salvadorans  returned  to  a  densely 

populated  nation  and  the  valuable  Honduran  markets  disappeared. 

Unemployment skyrocketed and the class gap widened.  By 1975, eight percent 

of the country owned 50 percent of the wealth while 58 percent of the country 

earned no more than $9.60 per month.  Fraudulent elections continued though 

this time.  The coup – seen as a restorative force in a nation without democratic  

principles – failed and was swiftly punished, to the tune of 25 executions a day 

for several months.  A potentially new political option emerged.

In the summer of 1973, four Communist  guerrilleros robbed the Bank of 

London and the Bank of Montreal.  On the 24th of November, guerrilla fighters 

calmly blocked a street in downtown San Salvador and robbed a gun store, just  

a few blocks from the police station.  Within the next few years,  a series  of 

militant leftist organizations formed, most notably the Ejército Revolucionario del  

Pueblo (People's Revolutionary Armed Forces, ERP)  and the Fuerzas Populares  

de Liberación “Farabundo Martí” (Farabundo Martí People's Forces of Liberation, 

FPL).  They began kidnapping and assassinating political and business leaders, 

including a former president and a university rector.  At the same time, peasant  

and labor movements expanded rapidly and were eventually joined in 1977 by 

the new Archbishop, Óscar Romero.  Neither movements were well received by 

the government; retaliation was swift.  A right-wing terrorist group known as 

the  Unión Guerrera Blanca (The White Hand, UGB), rumored to be run by the 

national police and filled with ex-cops, became the first of El Salvador's death 

squads.  On February 20th, 1977, General Carlos Humberto Romero Mena of 
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the  Partido  de  Conciliación  Nacional (National  Conciliation  Party,  PCN)  was 

fraudulently  elected.   On  the  day  of  his  inauguration,  President  Romero 

instituted a ley de orden (law of order) that penalized anyone who engaged in, 

wrote, talked, or spread rumors about “antidemocratic” activities.  The law was 

repealed in 1979, but not in time to stop the massive peasant movements from 

joining the militant but slight leftist fronts.

In October 1979, a reformist military coup formed a junta government.  It 

was composed of and supported by contradictory and competing movements 

including progressives, business people, landowners, the Catholic Church, the 

military,  and  Salvadoran  and  US  politicians.   Anticipating  civil  war,  the 

organizers  hoped  to  significantly  restructure  Salvadoran social  and  political 

institutions  to  edge  out  both  the  landed  oligarchy  and  leftist  insurgents. 

Complete  military  control  was  the  envisioned  solution.   The  initial  press 

releases were carefully orchestrated to include leftist language and policy, after 

which the junta planned to slowly shift to the political right.  The ploy did not 

work and groups such as the ERP immediately called for insurrection.  As these  

groups  grew  and  became  more  organized,  limited  only  in  weapon  supply, 

right-wing squads followed suit.   By 1980, every security force had its own 

militant  squads,  including the National  Guard,  the Treasury Police,  and the 

National Police.  More significant, civilian squads organized with the aid of top 

military  personnel  from  El  Salvador,  Argentina,  Venezuela,  the  U.S.  and 

Salvadoran ex-pats in Miami.2  Major Roberto d'Aubuisson formed the  Frente 

2 Philip Agee thoroughly documents  the CIA's participation in El  Salvador in  White  Paper 
White Wash (1981).
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Amplio  Nacional (Broad  National  Front,  FAN),  which  became  the  most  well 

connected and powerful of the militant right-wing groups.

In January, 1980, the government collapsed.  On March 24th, Archbishop 

Romero was assassinated during a sermon and, the next week, military forces 

opened fire on his funeral procession.  In May, Major d'Aubuisson and others 

were  arrested  for  planning  a  coup.  Documents  were  found  on  his  person 

linking him to Romero's assassination but internal military support set him free 

and demoted the junta commander who arrested him.  The U.S. government 

became  more  concerned,  though  divided  about  which  factions  were  the 

enemies – all agencies agreed that the left needed to be stopped, especially after 

the Sandinistas had taken over Nicaragua.   Meanwhile,  leftist  and reformist 

groups continued to unite throughout 1980, culminating on October 10th with 

creation of  the  Frente  Farabundo  Martí  para  la  Liberación Nacional (Farabundo 

Martí  National  Liberation  Front,  FMLN).   The  FMLN  military  offensive  in 

January, 1981 is generally considered the start of the civil war.

In the US, Congress and the majority of US citizens were more concerned 

with  human rights violations than with a leftist victory.  With war underway 

and a need to display political  stability,  the first  free Salvadoran election in 

decades occurred in 1982.  The two major parties were the  Partido Demócrata  

Cristiano (Christian Democratic Party, PDC) and a right-wing coalition led by 

d'Aubuisson's  newly  formed  Alianza  Republicana  Nacionalista (Nationalist 

Republican Alliance, Arena).  This new extreme right-wing party was founded 

by  both  military  and  landed  elites,  signaling  a  return  to  the  political  and 
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economic  alliance  of  the  1960s  and  1970s.   Many  commentators  within  the 

Salvadoran and US governments hailed the elections as a call  for peace and 

democracy.  The FMLN contended that they meant nothing when thousands 

and thousands of opponents had already been murdered.

Complications  arose  when the  PDC won a  plurality  of  votes  but  the 

right-wing parties won a majority of the seats.  Under intense pressure from the 

US to eschew a d'Aubuisson-led coalition, a government was formed around 

the  PDC  and  a  pro-military  businessman  was  chosen  as  president. 

D'Aubuisson  was  furious.   He  was  well  known  for  political  theatrics  on 

Salvadoran  television  and  immediately  took  his  cause  to  the  American 

airwaves, though to no avail.3  Despite the political divisions, Byrne notes that 

the elections were a victory for the right.  They secured US aid, symbolically 

verified the military, and encouraged “the right-wing forces, now represented 

by  the  Arena  Party,  to  attempt  to  bring about  change through the  electoral 

process rather than through coups and other extralegal means” (1996:92).  For 

the 1984 elections, the Reagan administration thwarted d'Aubuisson again by 

donating $1.4 million to his opposing parties.   José Napoleón Duarte (PDC) 

won and, dismayed, d'Aubuisson resigned from politics.

The next five years, 1985 to 1989, were as stable as a civil war could be. 

Though the FMLN continued to employ guerrilla tactics, expand its base, and 

destroy infrastructure, no did not attempt any serious campaigns.  Under the 

watchful  eye  of  the  international  community,  the  military  was  forced  to 

3 His style was oddly similar to  Glenn Beck's television programming.  He made intricate 
maps  of  leftist  plots,  displayed  erratic  emotion,  and,  most  famously,  once  chopped  a 
watermelon in half with a machete in order to convey the Communist innards of the PDC. 
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significantly decrease its human rights violations.  Between 1980 and 1982, an 

estimated 30,000 people were murdered, mostly from death squad activity and 

notable  massacres  such  as  General  Domingo  Monterrosa's  brief  but  brutal 

campaign  in  the  village  of  El  Mozote,  where  hundreds  of  civilians  were 

executed.4  With the election of Duarte and increasing US political pressure to 

shake up the military command, the war turned from violence to propaganda. 

The FMLN's “war for all the people” attempted to disperse combat across the 

country  in  order  to  mobilize  geographically  and  maximize  the  guerrilla 

strategy.  It also made large-scale military attacks more difficult under public 

scrutiny.  Any attempts to relocate FMLN supporters or conduct air raids with 

civilian casualties were immediately criticized as human rights violations.

By 1989, FMLN gained the political and material support to conduct a 

massive offensive in San Salvador.  On November 11th, 2,000 FMLN fighters 

took control of multiple neighborhoods, including wealthy districts, engaged in 

battle  with  U.S.  Green  Berets,  and  convinced  the  world  that  they  had  the 

military might to  destabilize the government.   The military responded with 

aerial bombardments of occupied neighborhoods and, on November 16th, the 

assassination of Father Ignacio Ellacuría, rector of the Jesuit Central American 

University.  Five other priests, a maid and her daughter were executed with 

him.  The public outrage was enough to stop U.S. aid and eventually force the 

government to negotiate.

The  Chapultepec  Peace  Accords  were  signed  on  January  16th,  1992. 

4 For an in  depth account of  the massacre  and its  political  context,  see Mark Danner's  El 
Mozote (1993).
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They guaranteed the continuation of the Salvadoran military, the dissolution of 

all other security forces, FMLN participation in the new police organization, 

and the participation of FMLN in the electoral process.  Though the political 

structure underwent a dramatic and largely democratic upheaval, the country 

did  little  to  alleviate  land  distribution,  poverty,  refugees,  and  weapon 

distribution.  Chris van der Borgh discusses deepening economic crises in “The 

Politics of Neoliberalism in Postwar El Salvador” (2000) due to liberal Arena 

policies  that  limit  government  spending  and  minimize  tax  revenues.   In 

addition,  the  US  deported  large  numbers  of  Salvadorans  after  the  war, 

particularly young men who went to Los Angeles and called themselves MS-13.

Many recent scholars have attempted to understand El Salvador's rising 

death toll – greater after the civil war than during – and growing destitution.  In 

El  Salvador  in  the  Aftermath  of  Peace,  Ellen  Moodie  (2010)  analyzes  urban 

narratives  in  order  to  trace  the  conception  of  crime  and  danger  among 

Salvadorans.  Similarly, Julia Dickson-Gómez writes about communal trauma in 

“The  Sound  of  Barking  Dogs”  (2002),  particularly  the  mechanisms  of 

transmitting trauma, in the form of los nervios, to children who did not directly 

experience  the  civil  war.   Robin  Maria  DeLugan  follows  state-led  nation 

building projects in  Reimagining National Belonging (2012) to understand how 

national narratives are officially constructed and unofficially interpreted.
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The Anthropology of Elites

Since  its  inception,  theory  and  practice  in  the  anthropology  of  elites 

progressed  in  slow  spurts.   The  literature  and  its  contributors  have  been 

consistently  and  fiendishly  political,  passionate  and  revolutionary  in  the 

discipline, yet decades – entire generations – have passed with few projects and 

fewer theoretical shifts.   By engaging with the history of the literature, I argue 

that  the  impractical  nature  of  elite  research  and  the  cultural  polemic 

surrounding elite discourse has forced the specialization to maintain unusual 

levels  of  self-critique  without  providing  enough  case  studies  for  adequate 

comparison.

In 19th century Italy, Gaetano Mosca and Vilfredo Pareto wrote a series 

of sociological works dealing with a group of people variously known as the 

upper class, the ruling class, and elites.  While the two men developed theories 

that differed in subtle ways, they both agreed that the rise of industrialism in 

Italy had created a new, institutional form of power that was replacing older 

social networks among ruling elites.  In his 1896 epic,  The Ruling Class (1939), 

Mosca set out to fully describe societies by beginning with the assumption that 

all societies are ruled by a minority.  This group, which he dubbed the “political 

class,”  is  analyzed  in  its  variety  of  evolutionary  forms  and  relations  to  the 

individual.  Pareto, an eventual academic partner of Mosca’s, was more extreme 

in his idea of elite reproduction, including hereditary links in the justification of 

power (1966).  Both theorists were extremely infuential at the time, spawning 
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elitism  as  a  body  of  research  despite  their  royalist  and  eventually  fascist 

overtones.  As Edward C. Hansen and Timothy C. Parrish later note in “Elites 

Versus the State” (1983), Pareto and Mosca’s contribution of studying multiple, 

complementary institutional and social layers of power relations was ignored 

within the anthropology of elites for several decades.

The research of elites arrived with a new interest in global systems and 

power  dynamics,  led  by  Immanuel  Wallerstein’s  notion  of  world  system’s 

theory.  Within anthropology, this interdisciplinary model was led by Marxian 

researchers  such  as  Eric  Wolf  (1990),  another  contributor  to  Reinventing 

Anthropology, and Sidney Mintz (1977).  While their work was concerned with 

large institutions and power relationships through the fow of material goods 

and ideologies, they provided a renewed interest in power differentials and the 

importance  of  understanding  multiple  levels  of  its  expression.   In  his  1963 

paper, “Kinship, Friendship, and Patron-Client Relations in Complex Societies” 

(2001a),  Wolf  analyzes  the  competing  and  complementary  forms  of  power 

among  political,  social  and  economic  lines.   Much like  Mosca  and  Pareto’s 

work,  Wolf posits the existence of  older,  informal elite infrastructures which 

supplement contemporary capitalist modes of relation.  Along with a call for 

methodological  and  theoretical  attention  to  studying  up,  this  increasingly 

nuanced  interest  in  power  laid  the  groundwork  for  creating  ethnographic 

inquiries into elites.

Later in the 1960s, when larger critiques of anthropology as an ethically 

and methodologically contradictory discipline arose, the anthropology of elites 
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turned  to  social  and  cultural  research.   Laura  Nader’s  seminal  “Up  the 

Anthropologist  -  Perspectives  Gained  from  Studying  Up”  was  originally 

published  in  Reinventing  Anthropology,  edited  by  Dell  Hymes  (1972).   Here 

Nader introduced the methodological and theoretical tension, and therefore the 

necessity, of studying elites in the United States.  She argues that studying up 

will  revitalize  students  of  a  sagging  discipline  though  confronting 

contemporary  social  problems,  equalize  the  skewed  power  dynamics  of 

anthropologists  exclusively  studying  “the  poor,  ethnic  groups  and  the 

disadvantaged”  (1972:   289),  and  democratize  anthropological  literature  by 

providing research which can educate the working and lower classes about elite 

functioning.  Rather than educating managers on the managed, the managed 

could have resources for dealing with managers.  This theoretical justification is 

followed  by  a  much  stronger  analysis  of  methodological  needs  within 

anthropology for dealing with this new set of research problems.  In his review 

of Reinventing Anthropology for the American Anthropologist, Leland Donald aptly 

notes that Nader’s piece stood out from the collection due to her engagement 

with the theory/practice dialectic (1972: 857-61).

By  the  1980s,  the  anthropology  of  elites  was  trotting  along  slowly. 

Ethnographic research was limited by access, and what work was done fell into 

in-house disagreements  over  the  nature  of  elites  in  contemporary  society. 

George Marcus conducted an early example of elite ethnography with Nobility  

and  the  Chiefy  Tradition  of  the  Modern  Kingdom of  Tonga (1980),  a  theoretical 

bridge between earlier studies of chiefs and the looking in by looking up that 
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Nader called for.  Soon after, Marcus edited the first major contribution to the 

anthropology  of  elites, Elites (1983),  from  a  School  of  American  Research 

seminar.  The collection of essays refects on the condition and future of elite 

theory within anthropology and offers contemporary fieldwork engaged with 

the literature.  In his introduction, “‘Elite’ as a Concept, Theory, and Research 

Tradition”  (1983a),  Marcus  discusses  the  vague  and  historically  dynamic 

understandings  of  the  term,  “elite,”  and  how  this  abstractness  is  both 

productive and challenging for the study.  The concept, which evokes the image 

of people with agency behind societal movements, allows for a set of causal 

relationships to arise within the blameless logic of bureaucracy.  Among elite 

theorists,  Marcus  writes  that  the  actual  existence  of  such  an  elite  is  hotly 

debated along two camps, the “pluralists” of face to face social networks, and 

the “power elites” of anonymous and institutional workers.  “Elite” is further 

complicated because it is rarely a self-referential term; it always describes other 

people and their  magical  doings,  with elitism thrown as an insult.   Beyond 

these complications, Marcus writes in “A Review of Ethnographic research on 

Elites in Complex Societies” (1983b) that elites can be understood as spanning 

multiple formal organizations, are directly involved in defining social systems 

and institutional processes, and organize themselves around larger structures. 

He  provides  speculations  and  tips  on  methodology in  both  essays,  such  as 

engaging with fringe access – those elites who are retired or marginal to the 

subculture  (1983a).   Most  anthropologists  who  are  capable  of  conducting 

research  with  elite  groups  find  their  “in”  through  personal  ties,  usually 
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university  connections  (1983b).   My  own  research  on  elites  follows  this 

example, as do most case studies I have encountered.

Finally,  Marcus engages with the  double dilemma of  researchers  who 

often lack empathy with their subjects, and readers who automatically engage 

with  ideological  preconceptions  of  elites  and  the  researcher's  stance  on  the 

subject (1983b).  The culturally imbued sense of what elites do, and that they 

should somehow be more capable in those jobs than most people, is reinforced 

by a split between the public image and private refections of elites.  In “Elite  

Communities  and  Institutional  Orders”  (1983c),  Marcus  argues  that  the 

contemporary meritocratic justifications of elite positions reinforce the tendency 

for people to judge actual elite behavior based on ideals of who they are.

In  the  literature  on  elite  theory,  these  articles  have  proven  to  be 

infuential and are reliably cited in almost every study since, though competing 

histories and perspectives are not stifed.  Within the same volume, Edward C. 

Hansen and Timothy C. Parrish argue in “Elites Versus the State” (1983) that the 

specialization needs to return to the core ideas of Pareto and Mosca.  For them, 

the  vagueness  of  “elite”  allows  for  studies  of  mid-level  power  players  to 

dominate  the  literature  while  real  global  elites  are  left  untouched.   The 

theoretical core of the elite research is the study of independent organizations 

through  family,  clientage  and  social  networks,  reliable  processes  of  capital 

accumulation,  and  an  ideological  justification  for  elites  to  hold  and  wield 

power.  While their model makes sense, it falls short of providing a reasonable  

methodology for  identifying and finding access to these elites  among elites,  
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their  eagerness  to  return  to  Pareto  and  Mosca  (hopefully)  lacks  a  critical 

awareness of their fascist overtones, and they neglect the value of studies into 

gradated concentrations of power.

As  an  example  of  a  researcher  who  internalized  much  of  what  the 

seminar  offered,  Gary  McDonogh  found  access  to  Catalonian  elites  and 

conducted a major study of their historical and ongoing methods of negotiating 

and reproducing power, published as Good Families of Barcelona (1986).  He looks 

at  the  relationship  between  kin  and  institutional  structures,  focusing  on 

conficts and tensions contained therein.  His analysis is explicitly diachronic,  

incorporating  historical  and  multi-sited  data  into  his  own  ethnographic 

research.  Like most writers of this era, he does not agree with the “power elite”  

notion of  institutions running the show and instead looks towards informal 

social networks.

Marcus eventually added to this discussion again in his theoretical work 

with Michael Fisher,  Anthropology as Cultural Critique (1999).  While the work 

has a larger focus on experimentation within anthropology, some of which was 

already  under  way,  their  concluding  chapters  on  power  dynamics  among 

subjects and broader world systems, and between subjects and anthropologists,  

added much to the understanding of conducting fieldwork and writing in elite 

situations.   Techniques  such  as  epistemological  critique  and  cross-cultural 

juxtaposition lend themselves extremely well to elite research, and had already 

been proposed within the subfield.  Bringing the techniques of anthropology 

back home and critiquing familiar institutions and cultures of professionals has 
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its roots in Reinventing Culture, specifically Nader’s work.  New developments 

in  anthropology  such  as  research  subjects  reading  and  responding  to  final 

products were always possible when studying up.  Marcus brought these ideas 

to the field in  Lives in Trust, an ethnographic examination of Dallas elites co-

written  with  Peter  Dobkin  Hall  (1992).   Unfortunately,  to  say  that  the 

anthropology of elites literature had the potential to readily incorporate these 

experimentations  does  not  mean  that  many  other  anthropologists  followed 

through.

After the contributions made during the 1980s, the anthropology of elites 

remained silent for two decades.  Aside from Marcus’ continuing work with 

American  business  and  financial  elites,  the  majority  of  anthropologists 

approached  the  subject  through  discussion  of  institutions  run  by  faceless 

bureaucrats  or  big  men  and chiefs  of  foreign communities.   From a  British 

seminar in 2002, Cris Shore and Stephen Nugent edited a social anthropology 

volume  called  Elite  Cultures:  Anthropological  Perspectives (2002).   Shore 

introduces the collection of essays with a personal commentary about skewed 

power  dynamics  embedded  in  the  anthropological  relationship  and  an 

assessment of the anthropology of elites that echoes much of what Marcus had 

to say almost 20 years earlier.  Ironically, Shore finds elite ethnography useful 

for the discipline precisely as a turn against postmodern and “writing culture” 

developments from the 1980s that revived interest in the anthropology of elites. 

For  him,  part  of  the  value  of  the  study  is  that  it  allows  a  return  to 

interdisciplinary models from economics, political science and so on that were 
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stifed in the theoretical turn.  The term, “elite,” was still  remarkably vague. 

Some contemporaries believed that it  was heuristic and in need of qualifiers 

such as military or economic.  Drawing from Raymond Williams, Shore argued 

that  the  popular definition changed in meaning over time and international 

context, particularly with the fall of aristocratic regimes and their replacement 

by constitutional nation states and capitalism.  The specialty was still poorly 

researched,  largely  due  to  issues  of  access,  the  need for  an  anthropologist's 

physical  presence  in  times  of  social  or  occupational  crisis,  and  the  ethical 

requirements of consent.  Diachronic, multi-sited ethnographies which studied 

the recruitment of new elites and the reproduction and maintenance of power 

were goals for researchers.

Shore's  analysis  presents  a  few  recent  turns,  particularly  the  rise  of 

corporate-sponsored ethnographies that permitted anthropologists to conduct 

research as long as the sponsor had full veto power over the final product.  He 

also tackles the contradictions of anthropological ethics and their application to 

situations in which power dynamics are reversed, where the anthropologist has 

less social and political capital than the subject.  Is the welfare of the researched 

still  the  anthropologists  top  concern?  What  of  the  need  for  consent?  These 

issues refect who anthropologists traditionally study and how studying up will 

come to require internal wrangling within anthropological institutions (2002).

The  remaining  articles  in  Shore  and  Nugent's  collection  seem to  pay 

small  heed  to  earlier  theoretical  work,  as  well  as  to  Shore’s  assessment  of 

imperatives.   In  his  introductory  essay,  “World  Society  as  an  Old  Regime” 
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(2002), Keith Hart sets up a dichotomy between the rich and poor on a global 

scale which has outlasted democratizing technological change.  This persisting 

agrarian  social  economy  makes  little  sense  to  Hart  and  he  argues  that 

anthropologists are obligated to do their part in rectifying the financial  gap. 

The analysis strikes me as naive, if not absurd in its simplicity, and refects little 

to no theoretical contribution made by anyone over the past 40 years.  Most of 

the  volume’s  ethnographic  papers  describe  foreign  elites  who  control  local 

political and economic institutions, fine topics of research but limited in terms 

of studying up.  Penelope Harvey’s, “Elites on the Margins: Mestizo traders in 

the Southern Peruvian Andes” (2002) is one example.  Her analysis works well 

in  describing  local  political  and  social  networks  which  both  exclude  the 

majority  of  community  members  while  allowing  for  a  replication  and 

adaptation of lines of power. She fails, however, to relate these elites to national 

or international structures.  John Gledhill provides a history of social networks 

and the split  between public  and private among Institutional  Revolutionary 

Party  (PRI)  politicians  in “The Powers  Behind the  Masks:  Mexico’s  Political 

Class and Social Elites at the End of the Millennium” (2002).  While he provides 

historical access to extremely powerful national elites, the ethnographic access 

is scant.  Neither author could be said to engage in studying up.  One of the few 

ethnographies which came “back home” was John Eade’s look at elites within a 

minority group, “How Far Can you Go? English Catholic Elites and the Erosion 

of Ethnic Boundaries” (2002).   The emphasis  on informal social networks in 

creating career opportunities is a step in the right direction, but the minority 
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status  of  Catholics  in  England and the  limited  sway  they  have  over  broad 

institutional  and cultural  transformations  limits  the  elite  scope of  the  work. 

That  no one had answered Hansen and Parrish’s call  to focus on the “real” 

international movers and shakers is not an issue of major theoretical difference, 

but  of  structure.   Today,  access  and  ethical  boundaries  still  limit  how  far 

anthropologists can study up.

Spurred  by  the  Great  Recession  of  2008,  most  contemporary  elite 

research is focused on the financial sector.  Karen Ho’s  Liquidated (2009) is an 

ethnography written the author’s time working on Wall Street.  She focuses on 

relationships between financial workers, their interpersonal relationships, their 

ideologies, and their combined effect on public well-being.  Not only does Ho’s 

work  take  into  account  the  trend  in  elite  theory  to  find  points  of  contact 

between the social and the institutional, but its topical nature harkens back to 

Nader’s  initial  justification for studying up:   to interest  students.   It  should 

come as no surprise that, as of this writing, Marcus is spending his semi-retired 

time studying the financial sector as well, publishing with Douglas R. Holmes 

(2005).
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Visual Anthropology

In reviewing the history and literature of visual anthropology, I focus on 

three  broad  themes.   First,  technological  innovation  and  the  desires  of 

ethnographic film-makers encouraged the creation of new tools and theories to 

be used in the field.  Second, two poles of theory and practice developed and 

frequently opposed each other, roughly sketched as a positivist camp that uses 

visual anthropological methods for data collection and analysis and an aesthetic 

camp which sees constructing and presenting the visual product as a process of 

analysis.   Third,  the  definition  of  visual  anthropology  is  hotly  contested,  

particularly  as  a  reaction  to  the  dominance  of  ethnographic  film  and  its 

literature  within the field.   As it  relates to my research,  I  focus  here  on the 

history and literature of ethnographic film, though I briefy discuss this debate 

as context for the contemporary academic environment.

Ethnographic  film,  or  the  processes  that  evolved  into  it,  began  as  a 

Victorian and colonial affair.  In “The History of Ethnographic Film,” Emilie de 

Brigard asserts that Félix-Louis Regnault created the first ethnographic footage 

when  he  filmed  a  Wolof  woman  making  pottery  in  1895  (2003:15).   A few 

explorers and researchers followed Regnault's  example and brought cameras 

into the field in order to collect data which could be analyzed back home, but 

these attempts were sporadic and unsuccessful.  The equipment cost a fortune, 

the nitrate film was extremely fammable, a theory of visual ethnography was 

not developed, and what footage developed correctly went unused (2003:16-17). 
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During and after World War I, the cinema inspired a narrative and structural 

format  to  which  documentary  could  respond.   Inspired  by  D.W.   Griffith, 

Edward Curtis filmed and released In the Land of the War Canoes (1914).  Though 

the film was a financial failure, it inspired production companies to create a 

slew of highly successful explorer and fiction films that were defined by their 

exotic locations.  Many people who produced ethnographic work also created 

these exotic presentations.  Marian Cooper and Ernest Schoedsack first made 

Grass (1925), an ethnographic documentary about a pastoral tribe in Iran, and 

went on to create King Kong (1933) (2003:21-22).

Robert Flaherty's  Nanook of  the North (1922) presents a narrative of an 

Inuk man and his family struggling against the environment and going on with 

their lives.  To make the movie, Flaherty constructed a tripod with gyroscopic 

movement  and  built  a  developing  and  screening  room in  a  cabin  near  the 

shooting  sites  (2003:22).   Later  ethnographic  film-makers  were  particularly 

inspired by Flaherty's practice of screening reels of the film for the participant-

actors  in  order  to  elicit  their  input.  Nanook was  extremely  successful  and 

convinced  Paramount  Pictures  to  finance  Flaherty's  next  project,  the 

ethnofiction  Moana (1926).   In  Russia,  Dziga  Vertov  developed  a  divergent 

though  equally  infuential  set  of  documentary  techniques  and  theories. 

Working  with  montage  and  an  acknowledgement  of  the  camera's  presence, 

Vertov worked to capture “life as it is” and “life caught unawares,” methods of 

documenting action as if the camera were not there, and when it is, surprised 

by the instrument's presence.  His  Kino-pravda series (1922) developed both a 
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practice  and  theory  based  on  splicing  reels  of  “truth”  together  to 

create/uncover a deeper meaning.  This technique and philosophy was fully 

developed for  Vertov's  masterpiece,  The  Man with  a  Movie  Camera (1929),  in 

which the cinematic montage incorporates sequences of the movie camera in 

action  as  well  as  the  editing  process  (2003:23-24).   Neither  filmmaker  was 

interested  in  presenting  “raw”  experience.   The  subjects  needed  to  be 

transformed  through  narrative  and  technique,  to  achieve  a  greater  truth. 

Flaherty's next film, Man of Aran (1934) recreated fishing on an Irish Island that 

had  not  been  performed  in  decades.   An  ardent  socialist,  Vertov's  work 

explicitly engaged with Soviet myth-making, including his classic Three Songs of  

Lenin (1934).   Due  to  their  techniques,  theory,  and  experimentation,  both 

Flaherty and Vertov are widely considered to be the forebearers of ethnographic 

film.

Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson took both still and motion cameras 

with them during their research in Bali during the 1930s.  Mead intended for 

their enormous visual output to compliment field notes as a means of collecting 

data,  while Bateson attempted to use the camera as means of analysis itself.  

MacDougall discusses this split in The Corporeal Image (2006) as symbolic of two 

larger poles that would only get further entrenched – between film as a data-

collecting  device  and  as  a  way  of  producing  knowledge.   No  matter  the 

impetus,  their  work proved to be highly successful,  culminating in multiple 

books which incorporated photographs and a collection of films, the Character  

Formation in Different Cultures series (1952).
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After  World  War  II,  national  organizations  sprang  up  to  define  and 

standardize ethnographic film.  These positivist endeavors provided space for 

storage,  listings  of  available  films,  and  a  few  tried  to  function  as  spatial 

encyclopedias of the genre.  As physical, academic institutions, their theoretical 

construction functioned to describe what ethnographic films are by prohibiting 

certain practices.  For example, the German Institut für den Wissenschaftlichen 

introduced strict rules such as mandatory production training, the prohibition 

of staged ceremonies and the elimination of dramatic camera techniques (de 

Brigard  2003:29).  Most of these organizations were regional, refected in their 

incomplete collections.  The most expansive listing in the United States was 

Karl Heider and Carol Hermer's ongoing publication,  Films for Anthropological  

Teaching (1995).5

With the introduction of amateur film technology in the post-war era, 

film-makers  began  to  conduct  independent  research  with  relatively  low 

budgets.   Jean  Rouch  was  one  of  the  first  to  take  advantage  of  the  new 

technology and began filming in Niger in 1946.  From the beginning, his work 

was highly collaborative and technologically challenging, quickly incorporating 

the first portable tape recorders in 1951 and then portable and silent cameras in 

1960.  In “The Camera and the Man,” Rouch (2003) relates how he and other 

documentary  film-makers,  including  Richard  Leacock,  began  pushing 

technological  boundaries by jerry-rigging synch-sound equipment before the 

cinema industry invented them (2003:85-86).  Similarly, the new technology was 

5 The eighth and final edition was notably published as anthropologists began using digital 
video.  To date, there is no complete listing of anthropological films in the digital age.
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incorporated by anthropologists for positivist research purposes, allowing Alan 

Lomax  to  create  choreometrics  and  Edward  Hall  to  develop  his  study  of 

proxemics.

As examples of ethnographic films were rare and hard to find, the film-

makers of the 1950s through 1960s engaged in a wide variety of experiments in 

both  process  and  presentation.   Inspired  by  Flaherty's  work,  Rouch  began 

collaborating  with  his  subjects  almost  immediately,  starting  with  Damouré 

Zika, a spiritual healer.  He developed the film reels on site, gave screenings, 

and  taught  many  locals  and  subjects  how  to  work  the  film  equipment. 

Dissatisfied with the forced plot and narration of his collaboration with Robert 

Gardner  on  The  Hunters (1958),  John  Marshall  spent  50  years  filming  and 

editing footage of a group of Sai !Kung, creating many short films including A 

Joking Relationship (1962) and culminating in a six hour feature/retrospective, A 

Kalahari Family (2002).  Other film-makers continued the stylistic and thematic 

conventions  of  earlier  ethnographic  documentaries,  such  as  Tim Asch,  who 

worked extensively with Napoleon Chagnon on a series of (in)famous teaching 

films on the Yanomami, including The Feast (1969) and The Ax Fight (1975).

Along with the rest  of  anthropology,  visual  anthropologists  entered a 

crisis of definition and conficting theoretical trends in the late 1960s and 1970s. 

The  institutionalization  of  the  sub-discipline  continued  in  1972  through  Sol 

Worth and Jay Ruby's proposal to create the Society for Visual Anthropology 

and in 1975 with the creation of the National Anthropological Film Archive at  

the Smithsonian (Hockings  2003:x).  That same year, the seminal  Principles of  
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Visual Anthropology edited by Paul Hockings was published from a conference, 

boasting 32 articles in the first edition.  As David MacDougall later noted, the 

publication  represented  the  subdivision  in  its  theoretical  infancy  (2006:240). 

There  was  a  noticeable  bias  towards  ethnographic  film,  as  opposed  to 

photography or studies of wider visual culture, and the theories represented 

were a combination of  larger  anthropological  ideas tenuously wed to visual 

technology (2006:264).  For example, Margaret Mead argues in the collection's  

introduction,  “Visual  Anthropology  in  a  Discipline  of  Words,”  for  an 

ethnographic  cinema  that  is  concerned  with  salvaging  dying  cultures  –  “so 

precious  and so trembling on the  edge of  disappearing forever” –  and that 

potential  visual  ethnographers  need  not  be  concerned  with  art  because  the 

camera is objective (2003:6-10).  This sensibility fits well with contributors such 

as Alan Lomax,  though in the same volume, Jean Rouch also demands that 

ethnographic film-makers abandon the tropes of commercial  cinema, but for 

entirely different reasons.  In “The Camera and the Man,” Rouch argues for a 

new language  separate  from the  techniques  of  cinema,  which  ethnographic 

film-makers  cannot  afford  and  do  not  need,  and  the  abandonment  of  film 

crews, since only the anthropologist has the eye and the knowledge to direct the 

camera and microphone (2003:86-88).  Colin Young echoes the subjective nature 

of ethnographic film-making in “Observational Cinema” by arguing that film 

objectifies, but is not objective (2003:100).

Separate from  Principles  of  Visual  Anthropology,  Jay  Ruby provided his 

own response to the crisis of refexivity by insisting on keeping total records of 
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the filming process so that the collected data could retain full context for later 

analysis  (MacDougall   2006:266).   MacDougall  argues  that  this  split  in 

theoretical  orientation  stemmed  largely  from  a  lack  of  awareness  of 

contemporary  post-structural  scholarship.   Mead  and  Lomax  were  not 

responding to recent contributions from Geertz,  Turner and Bourdieu, while 

other  visual  anthropologists  such  as  Sol  Worth  were  active  in  the  new 

theoretical  undertakings,  contributing in critiques such as  Dell  Hymes'  1974 

Reinventing Anthropology (2006:267).

As  visual  anthropology  grew,  competing  theoretical  factions  became 

further  entrenched.   In  the  1980s  and  1990s,  new  film-makers  bred  in  the 

environment  of  critique  began  producing  films  inspired  by  post-colonial 

anthropologists and experimental film-makers such as Chris Marker with Sans 

Soleil (1982).  Trinh T.  Minh-ha's  Reassemblage (1982) spliced together footage 

from her research in Senegal to create a montage of sound and images in which 

narration is sparse and not directly related to the accompanying images.  Her 

Surname Viet Given Name Nam (1989) combines images and spoken stories to 

trick the viewer into believing that the subjects were feminists interviewed in 

Viet Nam.  In “Ethnographic Film,” Matthew Durington and Jay Ruby criticize 

Trinh T.  Minh-ha and other post-colonial scholars as introducing theory which 

allows for the ethnographic title without any anthropological intent, that they 

lack  the  proper  knowledge  of  the  subject  and  medium,  and  that  few 

anthropologists take them seriously (2011:191).  In contrast, David MacDougall 

argues that the “best films touch on experiences at the outer limits of verbal 
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analysis,  involving  material  that  Gilles  Deleuze  has  called  'non-language-

material' – 'a material not formed linguistically even though it is not amorphous 

and is formed semiotically, aesthetically and pragmatically'” (2006:259).  Dennis 

O'Rourke's  Cannibal Tours (1988), about tourism in Papua New Guinea and its 

gross  ideological  production,  provides  one  of  the  finest  examples  of 

MacDougall's aesthetic concern.  The film is constructed from loosely related 

interviews  and  captured  footage,  where  the  argument  is  never  stated  but 

gestured.  The eyes of a local performer tell more than the tourist taking his 

picture.  A woman's obsession with “primitive art” is paired with images of her 

haggling:  second price, third price.   The post-colonial tension continues the 

method/theory split among visual anthropologists.

Despite his rigor for the real, Ruby does not believe in dry, raw footage.  

On the contrary, his introduction with Marcus Banks to their co-edited Made to 

Be  Seen (2011)  supports  a  body  of  work  which  embraces  new  formatting 

technologies  and  draws  theoretical  inspiration  from  existential  and 

phenomenological thinkers.  They specifically mention MacDougall for using 

Merleau-Ponty's notion that film-viewing is a synesthetic experience – the only 

praise between Ruby and MacDougall I have read (2011:15).  The body has been 

re-imagined within visual anthropology as an embodied space of feeling.  For 

MacDougall,  the  extension  into  the  body  is  natural  for  visual  media:  the 

topographic, temporal, corporeal, and the personal (2006:270-271).  Sarah Pink 

has focused on sensory experiences and their evocations in The Future of Visual  

Anthropology (2006)  and  Doing  Sensory  Ethnography (2009).   A few  theorists, 
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finding the embodiment of feeling and senses passé, have moved on to human 

action as a site of research.  In “Theorizing 'the Body' in Visual Culture” Brenda 

Farnell (2011) argues for a “second somatic revolution” in a postpositivist “new 

realist”  philosophy  of  science  by  using  semiotics  to  link  the  biological 

conceptions of the self with the sociocultural, also described as a new focus on 

human action as dynamically embodied.  Farnell  frames the movement as a 

critique  of  existential  phenomenologists  and  Bourdieu's  practice  theory. 

Perhaps it is the jargon, so thick as to remain impenetrable and bloated, but I  

remain skeptical that the second somatic revolution will overturn paradigms 

within visual anthropology.

Digital  film-making  technology  both  excites  and  frightens  visual 

anthropologists.   The  benefits  –  cheap  to  produce  and  edit,  available  to 

consumers, easily distributed – are easily praised when it comes to an issue like 

indigenous  film-making.   The  quantity  and  variety  of  contributions  have 

increased incredibly and, while the movement has its theoretical quakes, the 

introduction of digital cameras and microphones is universally praised.  New 

formats  for  presenting  ethnographic  material  are  rightfully  investigated. 

Durington  and  Ruby  praise  Chagnon's  collaborative  project,  Yanomamo 

Interactive (1997),  as  a  model  of  new,  nonlinear  ethnographic  production 

(2011:202).  In “Digital Visual Anthropology,” Sarah Pink cautiously highlights 

the potential for massive dissemination of anthropological knowledge through 

venues such as YouTube,  while  warning that anthropologists can easily lose 

control  over  the  context  of  their  work.   She  calls  for  a  digital  visual 
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anthropology that has collaborative methods, interactive hypermedia, and uses 

the  Internet  to  create  “ethically  responsible  texts  that  engage  with  the 

corporeality  of  vision,  [has]  activist  ambitions,  and  might  bridge  the  gap 

between written and visual  academic anthropology” (2011:209-211).   While I 

disagree with her understanding of controlling the context of a work and I find 

her  hope  that  digital  visual  anthropology  can  unite  the  written  and  visual 

traditions naïve, the active engagement with new technologies and attempts at 

understanding their  implications  for  ethnographic  research and  presentation 

are absolutely crucial.

Contemporary researchers focus on the ability of ethnographic films to 

simultaneously capture  spontaneous moments  and provide analytic  material 

which can be revisited.  Angela Torreson argues in “Round Trip” (2011) that 

cameras  are  “catalysts  for  performances,”  allowing  analysis  of  spontaneous 

actions  over  time.   Images  are  symbolically  loaded,  factual  in  context  but 

ethnographically  open:  “An  ethnographic  film  is  a  fiction  made  up  of 

ethnographic  details”  (2011:126-127).   In  “Filming  Emotion,”  Caterina 

Pasquelino (2007) adds that the intimacy and spontaneity of ethnographic film-

making allows the observation of individual and collective emotions, a difficult 

topic in written ethnography.  Alberto Guevara and Elysée Nouvet contemplate 

the ethical and methodological capabilities of ethnographic intimacy in “ 'I'll 

Show You My Wounds' ” (2011).  In their documentation of Nicaraguan farm 

workers, they negotiate with film's capacity to bracket the unfixable – bodies – 

and develop a method for ethical, politically conscious, and multivocal projects.
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The  problem  of  the  subjective  ethnographic  film-maker  is  still  being 

developed.  MacDougall infuences Akiko Hayashi and Joseph Tobin's analysis 

that  digital  video  allows  the  film-maker  to  correct  structural  bias.   In 

“Reframing a Visual Ethnography of a Japanese Preschool Classroom” (2012), 

they assert  that formal conventions in ethnographic film-making inject Euro-

American-centric  constructions  of  causality,  chronology,  and  interpersonal 

behavior.   Digital  video  can  correct  this  by  reediting,  reanalyzing,  and 

refocusing attention in previously recorded footage after additional interviews 

and reception.  Feedback and collaboration is the centerpiece of Mark Henri 

Piault's “Real with Fiction” (2007).  He proposes a dialogic anthropology which 

combines  Vertov's  celebration  of  the  film-maker's  intent  with  Flaherty's 

collaborative example – a shared anthropology.

Ground (to be) Covered

In 2002, an American woman named Beth Kephart published Still Love in 

Strange Places, part memoir and part survey of the Bondanza family.  Beth is 

Nora's daughter-in-law.  Her intent in the book is to re-discover her husband, 

William, an apparently normal man until  he goes to El  Salvador.  There,  he 

speaks a language she cannot understand, makes jokes that are out of character. 

To her terror, her Bill transforms into a man she does not recognize.  The work is 

certainly not anthropology, though the opening chapters embed a fascinating 

history of El Salvador into her familial search.  In style, the text reminds me 
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slightly of Joan Didion's work during the civil war, Salvador (1983).  Both works 

attempt  to  evoke  an  emotive  and  experiential  landscape  out  of  brief  and 

mediated trips to El Salvador.  Most family members told me that the book was 

well  written  but  it  did  not  represent  the  family  well.   I  agree,  particularly 

because they were never the real subjects, it was Beth.

In the next chapter, I review my methodology.  I focus on the filming and 

editing process to provide a context for how my own project was received.
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CHAPTER III:

METHODOLOGY // VIDEO AND CULTURAL PRACTICE

Nora, Ana Ruth,  Marta,  Adela,  Beto.  Siblings and interview subjects. 

When I first arrived in El Salvador, I barely knew them.  Growing up we rarely 

met and, when I visited the country, I did not know the language.  On the other  

hand, they knew me well.  I was baptized a newborn Catholic in El Salvador, 

lived with my grandmother as a very young child and,  after that,  they saw 

pictures and talked to my father.  This discrepancy in familiarity was helpful in 

terms  of  getting  up  to  speed  on  this  project.   I  had  to  learn  about  names, 

children, jobs, minor gossip – all rapidly and, because of social expectations, 

without anyone realizing I was clueless.

My first few weeks were spent “settling in.” For this preparation period, 

I bought myself a multitude of technical manuals for study.  I brought books on 

Spanish  grammar,  diction,  verbs,  and  profanities,  texts  on  the  latest  video 

editing  software,  how-to  ethnography  guides,  Salvadoran  histories  and 

analyses and a few novels in Spanish for spare time.  As it turns out, I had a lot 

of  time.   While  much  of  it  was  spent  studying  technical  material,  I  also 

wandered the town during the day, drinking as much coffee as possible and 

speaking  to  as  many  people  as  I  could.   Shop  owners  and  the  locally 

marginalized  persons  were  the  most  receptive,  for  different  reasons  though 
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both ripe for capitalist critique.  It confounded me, but everyone's advice for 

improving my Spanish was to watch television.  “Va, when I stayed in Italy, I 

watched the television all the time,” they would tell me in broken English, but  

certainly never Spanish.  While I continued to emphasize personal, if forced, 

conversation,  telenovelas quickly  became  a  personal  favorite  of  mine.   I 

especially enjoyed one about a woman masquerading as a young boy to get 

closer to her bourgeois crush – fascinating fodder.

During these preparatory weeks I spent a lot of time with María Tere, 

Roxy, and a local named Arturo.  These were introductions of the “cultural” 

variety, in that they were social and ideological excursions.  María Tere took me 

around town to buy fabric, visit friends and experience a tarot reading.  Roxy 

took me to the mall, movie theaters and markets, sometimes with friends of 

hers from the university.  I met Arturo one day at a coffee shop while I was 

reading  a  book on  Marx  and anthropology.   Like  many before  him,  Arturo 

passed by me and quickly turned back to ask if  I  could spare a buck.  The 

conversation quickly turned to what I was reading and, eventually, if I wanted 

Spanish lessons.  He was a middle-aged man from a wealthy family.  Earlier he 

had moved  to  California  to  study  psychology  and  play  music.   Since  then 

alcohol  had taken its toll  and he was struggling to stay afoat.   All  of  these 

experiences continued through my stay in the country and, though none were 

the focus of my project, they all contributed to the ways I thought about the 

area and how I situated my family within it.

While  the  first  phase  of  my  project  was  coming  to  an  end,  I  began 
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signaling  to  my  grandmother  and  her  siblings  what  sort  of  methodology I 

hoped to work with.  I had already shared a few meals with all of them and 

even spent a weekend in the mountains with Beto and his family, but little had 

been discussed about the interview and filming process.   To move past light 

conversation and jokes, I called a meeting with all of us where I would bring 

my audio and visual equipment for demonstration and we would have an open 

conversation about what was to be accomplished.

An  inclusive  methodology  was  critical  for  how  I  conceived  of  the 

ethnography.   Because  the  subjects  were so close  to  me –  their  history was 

bound to  be  part  of  how I  conceived of  myself  –  I  wanted to embrace  the 

unusual  ethnographic  situation  and  explore  its  potential  for  knowledge 

production.   Collaborative  approaches  to  ethnographic  films  had  been 

considered and critiqued as far back as Jean Rouch's work in ethnographic film, 

but the concept seemed doubly important  when I was already a part  of the 

social network, however vaguely.  For the meeting, I described my interest in 

documenting  everyone's  versions  of  family  narratives  and  historical 

occurrences so that I could research the role of memory in constructing a family 

identity.  Working from a rough model of Deleuze and Guatari's rhizome theory 

(1987),  my working hypothesis  was  that  this  identity  would be  fragmented 

though communicable along multiple lines of experience – that the process of 

telling narrations and evoking memories, negotiating various versions and the 

tension they contained were a way to get into the family's sense of a unified 

community.   I  described  how  I  would  interview  everyone,  what  sorts  of 
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questions I would ask,  and I  invited them to bring their  own materials and 

interests to the table.

At  this  stage,  I  began  to  realize  the  difficulty  in  getting  my  family 

interested  in  the  project.   Understandably,  when  I  opened  the  foor  for 

comments and suggestions, there were none.  There was time for the research to 

unfold and questions and ideas could arise with experience.  Instead, I fielded 

logistical questions such as when would I be free to interview (“I'm on your 

schedule”) and how long would each interview take (“about an hour”).  We did 

not  schedule  anything  then,  mostly  because  no one  was  sure  of  his  or  her 

schedule.  This uncertainty and vagary of commitment turned out to be much 

more serious than I had anticipated.

Adela was the first person I interviewed.  I lived in her home and knew 

her best.  To prepare, I created a loose set of interview questions that covered 

every topic of the family history and national events that I was already keen on. 

These  questions  included  further  sub-questions  in  case  the  topic  needed 

prodding or she thought it particularly interesting.  As I was not conducting a 

statistical  survey,  I  created  the questions  to  be  fexible  and open to change,  

particularly  from  interview  to  interview.   Opening  questions  were  more 

general.  “Who are you?  Who are the Bondanzas?  Describe El Salvador for 

me.”  I meant for them to provoke both descriptive and subjective responses, 

lists and qualifiers.  From this initial set, my reference questions proceeded in a 

chronological order.  “What do you know of the first Bondanzas to move to El  

Salvador?  When was your father born?”  I was unsure of how much my family 
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knew of these early Bondanzas, but I knew that their father was an important 

figure in their communal identity, that he was well respected and that they were  

bound to have much to say about him.  After moving through that generation, I  

continued with questions about their own childhoods, the experience of aging, 

and family life.  The list ended with a variety of questions concerning life at the 

time, from their relationships with their siblings to their opinions on religion 

and politics.  They were meant to be hit and miss, to see what got them going 

and what was a dead end.  As my grandmother was a very charismatic story 

teller, I expected an easy, bountiful first interview.

The day arrived, the camera started rolling and I could barely get Adela 

to  talk.   We sat  in  a  side  room meant  for  social  occasions.   The room was 

naturally lit, with a giant sliding glass door facing the carport and a door-less 

entrance to the dining room.  The room contained a low table with a glass top,  

surrounded by two couches and two chairs, all with deep cushions.  Candles, 

Christian iconography,  family photos and an old,  giant chest  were arranged 

around the room.  Adela was seated on a couch, extremely chatty up until the 

moment I started recording.  Immediately, her posture straightened and her lips 

tightened.   Who was  she?   “Adela  Bondanza.”  Who was  her  family?   The 

answer was almost as short as her description of El Salvador.  I did what I could 

to engage her, but I obviously needed to go back to the drawing board.

Based  on  the  first  interviewing  experience,  I  decided  that  my 

methodology needed to be more personal, casual in a way, if we were to explore 

anything I did not explicitly ask for.  In rewriting questions, I drew as much 
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from  anecdotes  as  possible,  touching  topics  I  knew  could  provoke  while 

avoiding asking for specific stories.  I also decided to leave these questions as 

references and instead try to  provoke conversation,  a  terribly difficult  thing 

when holding  a  camera  in  front  of  me.   The gaze  can  become much more 

terrifying when the eye is visible, when it it never blinks.

Some additional topics that came from this refection included further 

depth on the civil war, their experiences with Arena and Roberto d'Aubuisson, 

and  stories  from their  childhood.   This  last  topic  proved  to  be  particularly 

fertile, especially when it came to stories about how a sibling rebelled at school 

or during church functions.  More sensitive topics were still tough to bring up 

and I was not sure that I could get any sort of good conversation on them while  

the camera was rolling.  For example, asking about d'Aubuisson meant more 

than asking about a former friend and political player, it was a sure reference to 

the war crimes he was accused of and their  possible  association with them. 

While my goal was not that of an investigative journalist, I would have been 

fascinated by their own perceptions of their party's dirty associations and how 

that refects on them.  The topic came up sporadically in conversation, but was 

always evaded if I hinted at it on camera – and for good reason.

The remaining interviews proceeded in a similar fashion, with subjects 

getting more and more relaxed on camera and topics coming up and changing 

at  a  more  organic  rate.   Setting  up  the  interviews  proved  to  be  a  more 

substantial  threat  to  my  methodology,  as  I  was  forced  to  rely  on  my 

grandmother for scheduling them and Beto almost pulled from the project.  At 
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night, Adela would talk to her sisters on the phone, often hanging up with one, 

calling another to ask a question and returning to the first sister.  While I had 

their phone numbers, Adela still had the social access to booking dates.  She 

was  a  gate-keeper  in  a  strict  sense.  I  eventually  gained  access  to  phone 

conversations but never to organizing the logistics of an interview.  The general 

effect  was  that  interviews  were  spread  out  over  a  longer  period  with  less 

frequency than I would have preferred.

Beto was the  most  difficult  person to interview because of  upcoming 

elections.   As a co-founder of  the leading right-wing political  party,  he was  

extremely busy working as an advisor for candidates throughout my research 

period.  We managed to have one interview, which was easy in that he had a lot  

to say but, as a professional political figure, a lot of it was semi-scripted, lacking 

a spontaneity in emotion and reaction.

Working with digital  equipment granted me a certain gluttony in the 

quantity  and  quality  of  filming.   With  a  battery  charger,  multiple  memory 

sticks, and the ability to review material immediately, I had a lot of freedom to 

experiment,  particularly  when  filming  scenic  footage.   I  used  a  digital  SLR 

camera with HD video capabilities and a hand-held digital field microphone. 

Because  the  camera  was  extremely  light,  I  needed  additional  equipment  to 

stabilize the image, a complete reversal from earlier, film-based cameras.  I used 

a steady-cam, essentially a weighted strip of metal with a gyroscopic handle on 

top  of  which  I  could  mount  the  camera.   The  extreme  portability  of  the 

equipment  allowed  me  to  take  it  with  me  on  virtually  every  excursion, 
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including an extended walk through Santa Tecla on election day.  During my 

research I managed to film the city, beach towns, villages up in the mountains, 

and even the voting process.

While  I  reviewed footage  in  El  Salvador,  my methodology  called  for 

intensive refection and analysis after my primary research was accomplished. 

Upon returning to the United States, I quickly turned my eye to editing and 

montage  as  a  means  of  analysis  and  representation.   The  first  scene  I 

constructed was from a tea party.  Every Saturday or so, the elderly wealthy 

women of Santa Tecla gathered at a home to socialize and eat lunch.  I never 

saw tea at these so-called tea parties, but there was always plenty of booze.  I 

brought my camera  to  one of  these  events  and filmed conversations.   As  a 

demonstration to myself and sponsors of what the larger video would look like, 

I  spent  time  developing  a  blend  of  exposition  and  commentary  through 

montage.   Inspired  by  Albert  and  David  Maysles'  Grey  Gardens (1975),  I 

reviewed  and  manipulated  the  visual  and  audio  material  to  create  a 

symbolically rich and unusually paced sequence that evokes class and racial 

tensions, social habits, conversational cues and priorities, and multiple ways in 

which the filmmaker's presence becomes known.  Taking a cue from Trinh T. 

Minh-ha's film theory, I incorporated jarring cuts and surreal dialogue in order 

to cue the viewer to the edited component of the scene.

Screening  the  short  video  for  a  collection  of  my  peers,  advisors  and 

community members encouraged me to continue this style of production.  One 

questionable feature of the production was an incomplete set of subtitles.  Set at 
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a  party,  multiple  voices  formed  a  constant  layer  of  dialogue  which  made 

picking out individual speakers difficult and representing the various strands of 

speech in text a visual and theoretical challenge.  For the video, I left much of 

this dialogue without transcription even though it was entirely in Spanish.  As a 

technique of immersion and “mood,” it worked well and I decided to keep a 

few clips without subtitles, though it became clear that I needed a better process 

for dissecting and presenting speech.

When  I  began  constructing  the  final  video,  I  returned  to  all  of  the 

recorded material,  taking notes on themes, particular images and sounds, as 

well  as working ideas for how they might be linked through montage.  For 

interviews, this process was straightforward.  Scenic footage and other cursory 

audio/visual  elements  were  more  complicated  to  situate  because  contextual 

shots,  a  must  for  cinematic  features,  have  a  questionable  reputation  in 

ethnographic  film.   Always  wary  of  how  audio  and  visual  representations 

might be interpreted by an audience, considering how this footage might be cut  

into  the  final  film  was  a  crucial  part  of  my  post-production  methodology 

because of  the  theoretical  difficulties.   As  seemingly  extraneous  footage,  the 

apparent banality renders contextual presentations as subtle framing devices 

which could go unquestioned.  My potential use of scenic footage also allows 

access into how I draw inspiration from the cinema and the forms of narration 

they  contain.   For  example,  exterior  shots  before  narrative  or  expository 

sequences would draw straight from cinematic convention.  My own decision 

was to use this footage in order to stress tensions where they were implied and 
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to pace the film.

I edited contextual footage into the film after completing a basic shooting 

script,  occupying  the  same  methodological  space  as  aesthetic  touches  and 

translations.  This final phase of constructing the film, and therefore my visual 

research, was the keystone to completing my analysis  because it  specifically 

engaged with representation of ethnographic materials.  The visual and audio 

transitions, subtle choices of translation, and the juxtaposition of all of these 

elements  is  what  created  connections  between  disjointed  materials,  and 

fragments among apparent wholes.  Montage, as an emergent set of structures, 

is where analysis takes root and sensory data becomes ethnographic.  Techno-

theoretical concerns aside, aesthetic choices offered me the chance to revisit my 

concerns over a collaborative anthropology, a methodological process that I was 

unable to actualize in my fieldwork.  When solidifying audio/visual ideas, I  

had the chance to engage with sentiments and concerns expressed by my family 

in conversation.   The process was not collaborative,  a  lesson for  the future, 

though I did my best to raise alternate narratives.

In the next chapter, I will intersect experiential and historical accounts in 

an ethnographic exposition of my experiences with the Bondanza family.
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CHAPTER IV: 

ETHNOGRAPHY // ELECTIONS AND TROUGHS

Election Day

Everyone  drinks  on  election  day.   The  night  before,  I  was  at  a  bar, 

scribbling notes and doodles, talking to the interested patrons, when last call 

came early.  Starting at midnight, no drinks could be sold.  All glasses were to 

be taken from tables nationwide and with that, El Salvador was dry.  Seeing my 

confusion, the bartender explained that no one can sell alcohol on election day. 

Not beer, not  chicha, and especially not the hard liquor,  cañarica, usually sold 

cheaply at corner shops.  But, as he explained, most people stock up the day 

before and get as drunk as they can for the election proper.

I had heard about the election for months.  Beto was working on it with 

fury.  Whom he was advising and what he was doing, I was never sure.  The 

year before, Adela hinted, María Tere had taken her camera around town and 

snapped phenomenal photos.   I  took the cue and at noon, I  walked around 

town, camera at the hip, with Adela, Roxy, Elba – an old family friend – and her 

maid.  Voting was done on paper ballots at predetermined locations, typically 

schools, specific to one's voting district.  We went to two, located miles apart.

The  streets,  usually  busy,  were  crowded  with  vendors,  pedestrians, 
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weaving cars and stray shouts.  First Adela, Roxy and I walked to Elba's house, 

a  deceptively  small  place  hidden between a  couple  of  storefronts.   When I 

walked  inside,  Elba  and  her  maid  greeted  us  with  cushy  chairs  and  fruity 

drinks.  Never have I seen someone so excited to see me.  Apparently Elba had 

spent a lot of time with me when I was younger and she proceeded to guide me 

through her house.  She attempted to show me her atrium garden and family 

photos,  though  when  she  looked  up  and  saw  my  newfound  growth, 

exclamations and distractions ensued.  “¿Estudias antropología?  Tengo este ...  este  

libro que adorarás!”  [You study anthropology?  I have this, this book that you're 

going to love!].  It was a book on archaeology, written by someone familiar to 

me from my studies.  Excited (just like in the US, very few people in El Salvador 

knew  what  anthropology  was),  I  quickly  skimmed  through  the  book  and 

rejoined the conversation.  Oh yes, so and so got married, that FMLN candidate 

was sure to ruin things, Paseo El Cármen [Carmen Road] has become such a fun 

street!  After an hour or so of socializing, we set off.

Santa Tecla is constructed in a regular, gridded pattern.  Most streets are 

one-way, with a highway marking the eastern edge of the city.  From what I 

gathered in personal conversations and from older  photographs,  Santa Tecla 

used to be a quaint town.  The roads were cobbled and house fronts were open 

to the street.  Apparently, addresses were introduced during my grandparents' 

lifetime.   Papa  Beto  would  get  mail  addressed  to  his  name and the  postal 

service  knew exactly  where  to  take  it.   As  the  population  grew,  the  nation 

industrialized, and the civil war raged on, urban centers reacted accordingly 
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and San Salvador expanded outward.  Smaller cities became suburbs and, now, 

Santa Tecla has blended into a megalopolis.  My local understanding of the city, 

received  from  an  elderly  generation,  did  not  match  the  integrated  urban 

experiences of most Salvadorans, where boundaries are only found in maps.1

During my stay,  and as long as I  can remember, roads were lined by 

large,  vertical  walls.   Most  were  topped  by  barbed  wire  and  dotted  with 

windows covered by  thick  iron  bars.   Store  fronts  usually  had  garage-style 

doors  that  were  pulled  down  and  locked  after  closing.   Every  few  blocks, 

buildings gave way to large plazas.  These large open areas were marked off 

and structured around raised gardens, dotted with socializers and make-shift 

vendors.   Most,  but not all,  plazas had a prominent statue or gazebo in the 

middle.   There,  prominent  public  acts  were  staged,  from the  official  to  the 

soapbox, and one was sure to see people wandering about or waiting.

During  the  election,  these  plazas  were  filled  with  pedestrians  and 

vendors,  hawking  bootleg  CDs  or  passing  out  propaganda,  blasting  music 

either way.  As we walked down streets, we would often have to skirt around 

new structures blocking the sidewalk.  Risking collision with cars and sound, 

Elba had a tough time in particular.  She often had to lean on her maid, who I  

thought much more frail, for support.  During one of these tip-toe escapades, 

we  ran  into  Mike,  host  of  the  filmed tea  party.   With smiles  all  around he 

greeted Adela,  Elba, glanced at her maid, shook my hand and stopped for a 

chat.   Yes,  we too were on our way to a voting center.   As we blocked the 

sidewalk, pedestrians began to shove and we all decided to move our separate 

1 See Appendix B for a map of Santa Tecla within the broader San Salvador metropolitan area.
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ways.

Finally, we made it to the first school.  The open air campus was guarded 

by representatives of Arena and FMLN, looking for credentials.  I am not sure 

what mine were but I mumbled something, and my camera and I were free to 

go.  Tables were set up so that voters could grab their ballots and move along to 

cardboard booths.  The ballots organized candidates by prospective position 

and  marked  their  identities  by  words  and  pictures.   Campaign  posters 

composed of faces with giant Xs running across them suddenly made much 

more sense to me.  What I thought were remnants of vandalism and political 

statements were pictorial representations of the voting practice.  After running 

into Beto and capturing footage that could only have been illegal, we continued 

our journey.

Leading  into  mid-afternoon,  the  streets  somehow  became  even  more 

congested.  As we approached the next voting center, the crowd thickened and 

thickened until we had to grab each others' bags and clothing to stay connected. 

Despite our efforts we split apart.  Election supervisors were more concerned 

about cell phones than my camera, but with a few sly maneuvers we managed 

to regroup and complete the last round of voting.
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Homes, Paths and Histories

As we made our way back to Elba's house, and finally our own, I was 

struck by how the Bondanza family mapped Santa Tecla by social memories. 

Early  in  my  stay,  Adela  drove  me  around  the  city  and  pointed  out  dense 

histories  of  who had lived in  various houses.   Asking about  physical  space 

paralleled photo elicitation whenever I wanted to jog someone's memory about 

people they knew and experiences from the past.  While most of the family is 

spread out across El Salvador and into the United States, most of the Bondanza 

social network once occupied a few blocks in the northeastern section of Santa 

Tecla.  Paseo El Cármen was one hub.

All of the siblings and several of their children told me about Papa Beto's  

house.  Situated on a corner and taking up nearly the entire block, the three-

story home was framed by a giant garden that he would walk through and tend 

frequently.  One of my father's fondest memories of the man was of wandering 

with him through the garden, as Papa Beto pointed out various plants to his 

young grandson.  The house itself overlooked Paseo El Cármen and the plaza 

along the adjacent street.  The top foor was not used very frequently, though 

his  children  recalled  looking  out  from  the  windows  during  cart  races  that 

looped around the block.  Adela told me it  was an American home, with a 

slanted  roof  and  various  wings.   As  I  pressed  her  for  details,  the  qualifier 

“American” became more accurate than I thought.  Apparently Papa Beto 
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ordered the house from an American catalog for 12,000 colones.2

Papa Beto's  mother lived down the street.  So did his brother.   These 

visual tours were one of the only times the Bondanza siblings would talk to me 

about their uncles and aunts.  I heard about how one of their uncles, Paco, lived 

in virtual solitude, first tending to his mother and then dwelling alone.  One of 

my  major  goals  in  conducting  recorded  interviews  was  to  hear  different 

versions of the family genealogy and extended history.  Armed with the idea 

that the Bondanza siblings had a strong sense of family and tradition, I wanted 

to note the subtle variations in narrations of who first came to El Salvador, back 

in the 19th century, all the way through stories of their uncles and aunts.  At  

each  interview  I  dutifully  probed,  hoping  to  find  more.   Every  time  the 

response was “Hmm no sé … Yo no sé mucho de los antepasados nuestros.  ¡Pregunta  

a  Jacinto,  mi primo!”  [Hmm I  don't  know … I  don't  know much about  our 

ancestors.  Ask my cousin Jacinto!].

As it turns out, Jacinto spent almost every day for six months researching 

the Bondanza genealogy.   The story begins with Vicente Bondanza, born on 

May  24th,  1839  in  Comiso,  a  city  in  the  Province  of  Ragusa,  Sicily.3 A 

monarchist,  he  left  the  country  as  the  reunification  movement  took  form. 

Vicente first appears in Salvadoran archives in a marriage certificate from the 

Santa Ana Cathedral, dated around 1860.  In 1863, Vicente had a son who took 

his name.  Abelino was born the next year.  Another son, Narciso, was born in 

2 I was unable to find accurate exchange rates for the 1930s and 1940s.  When the colon was 
substituted for the American dollar in 2001, 12000 ¢SVC was equal to 1371.43 $USD. The 
house “kit” was likely sold by Sears & Roebuck, popular at the time.

3 At the time, the region was controlled by Naples so all oral records of Vicente Bondanza 
described him as napolitano.
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1866.  Vicente died on October 22nd, 1887.

Documents show that there was an older daughter named Josefa, though 

there is no indication of where she was born.  She eventually married another 

Italian  in  Santa  Ana,  one  Francisco  Vitelli  from  Saponara,  Sicily.   Jacinto 

explained to me that, in those days, Italians only married other Italians, and 

thus Josefa and Francisco's daughter wed a man named Pablo Siri.  One of their 

descendants, Carlos Alberto Siri – who Jacinto called a great philosopher and 

thinker – described the political context of Vicente Bondanza in Sicily in the 

memoir,  Asi fue mi vida (1972).  Francisco “Chico” Vitelli died of cancer in San 

Salvador in 1914.  Of Narciso, Jacinto was unable to find much information. 

Part of the difficulty involved separating which of his children were “natural” 

or “illegitimate.”  Narciso died on May 3rd, 1919 in Santa Ana.

In 1892, Abelino moved to Santa Tecla and, by February, married Rosa 

Castro Masora.  They had seven children, six of whom survived into adulthood. 

Jacinto's  father,  Don Jacinto,  moved to  San Francisco  and began a  career  in 

aviation.  Rafael Bondanza followed in 1923 and married a Salvadoran-German 

woman.   Maria  and  Adela  Bondanza  moved  to  San  Francisco  as  well  and 

married American men, William MacMin and Michael Patrick Birk.  Francisco 

“Paco” Bondanza followed, though he eventually returned to Santa Tecla.  Don 

Jacinto  Bondanza  also  returned  to  El  Salvador  and  was  instrumental  in 

developing the Salvadoran airforce and bringing Pan-American airlines to the 

country.

The only sibling to remain in El Salvador was Don Carlos Alberto “Papa 
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Beto” Bondanza.  Born in 1896, he joined the military, graduated from officer 

training in 1919, and was eventually promoted to Captain.  Around this time, 

Beto became active in right-wing politics, possibly inspired by his uncle Jacinto 

Castro, who was executed for attempting a coup d'etat.  In the 1930s, Beto and a 

group of officers attempted a coup of their own, but it failed and they were 

arrested  and  sentenced  to  execution  by  firing  squad.   No  one  was  able  to 

describe how it happened, but Beto was removed from prison and placed under 

a sort of region-arrest,  in which he was forbidden from leaving La Libertad. 

Though he managed to sneak out of the city at night for political meetings, Beto 

lived  a  relatively  quiet  life  there  and married  Teresa  Gochez  Castro,  a  first 

cousin, in 1931.

While  working  at  a  bank,  Beto  tucked  away  enough  money  in  his 

bedroom to buy a piece of property.  The land proved to be fertile and he soon 

sold it for a larger plot, Límon, a farm that was still owned by his daughter 

Nora during my visit.  Beto quit his job at the bank and, by all accounts, became 

a phenomenal and productive farmer.  Marta claimed his military-style regimen 

– early hours, extreme discipline – was the source of his skill.  Others pointed to 

his good relationship with the laborers, many of whom continued to work for 

the family after Beto's death.

When the Bondanza siblings were children, back on Paseo El Cármen, 

their  friendships  were  situated  by  larger  class  relations.   They  all  received 

private educations at Jesuit-run schools.  For trips down to La Libertad, one of 

El Salvador's main ports, they stayed at El Club Salvadoreño, a private beach 
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club co-founded by Papa Beto.  As they grew up, went to college and started 

careers  in  government  and  farming,  childhood  friends  grew  into  powerful 

public figures as well.  Roberto d'Aubuisson, one of Beto's best friends, came 

from  a  successful  French  family  and  lived  nearby  the  senior  Don  Beto's 

American house on Paseo El Cármen.

(In)famous in El  Salvador,  d'Aubuisson chose a military career.   After 

receiving training by the American  CIA,  at  the  School  of  the Americas  and 

various other military and police academies, d'Aubuisson worked his way up 

to Major in the Salvadoran military.  He was expelled for his right-wing politics 

after a reformist military coup in 1979 created the Revolutionary Government 

Junta of  El Salvador.   Impassioned,  d'Aubuisson entered politics  in order to 

fight what he saw as a soft, left-wing government and the Communist FMLN 

they battled.  He, Beto and three other men created the Arena as a third, right-

wing option during the war.  The party grew rapidly and d'Aubuisson took 

control of the legislature, though eventually lost his bid for the presidency.  In 

personal discussions, Beto told me that the party was constructed to be anti-

Communist,  anti-war,  pro-democratic,  and  for  la  patria [the  fatherland]. 

Newspaper  articles  and verbal  reports  qualify  these  statements,  particularly 

concerning d'Aubuisson's methods and goals.  He was known to say that peace 

could only come at the cost of 200,000 to 300,000 lives.  His ties to democratic 

principles  have  been  questioned,  particularly  through  accusations  of  his 

potential role as the leader of death squads, in the assassination of Archbishop 

Oscar Romero, in the murder of six Jesuit priests, and the torture and murder of 
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four American nuns.  His nickname among guerrilla fighters was Electric Bob, 

in reference to his preferred methods of interrogation.

By the end of election day, Arena won control of the legislative assembly. 

Since the war, they have won every presidential election until Mauricio Funes 

of FMLN claimed victory in 2009.   During my stay, Beto was still  an active 

member of the party as an advisor.  His sisters, particularly Adela, remained 

extremely vocal supporters.

Most of my adventures walking through Santa Tecla with family were 

during the weekend nightlife.  Paseo El Cármen, one block from Adela's house, 

was  the  go-to  destination  for  restaurants,  music,  vendors,  and  bars.   One 

evening, Adela invited me to an Italian restaurant at the end of the strip.  As we 

walked,  she  pointed out a  bar  I  enjoyed and how the owners  were  from a 

German family that got along well  with the Bondanzas.   It  was a small but 

lively jazz bar that specialized in vegetarian cuisine.  The owners were a couple 

in their mid-30s who grew up in punk and metal scenes in El Salvador.  They 

were covered in tattoos,  an extremely rare sight in El  Salvador due to gang 

stigmas, and catered to hip college-age kids, most of whom went to the “José 

Simeón Cañas” Central American University (UCA), a well respected private 

Jesuit  school,  or  the  American  high school  in  San Salvador.   A little  farther 

down, we passed the coffee shop where I often settled in to work on my notes.  

Adela told me about how the owner was best friends with the couple from the 

bar and she hinted that she knew about my friendship with Arturo.  As we 

continued our walk, Adela talked about more places we passed and struck up 
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conversations with more and more people, until I realized just how small the 

social circle of Santa Tecla was.  Óscar Ortiz, a former FMLN soldier and mayor 

of Santa Tecla since 2000, was often walking along the strip when he and Adela 

would converse about family, friends and light politics.  They never got into 

anything deep (he was Communist, after all) but the tight social circle of elites  

was plain to see.  We even ended up on television one night, just for talking on 

the street.  After I left El Salvador, Óscar was chosen as the vice-presidential 

candidate for the 2014 elections.

Extended Family and Gossip

When Papa Beto died, his estate was divided among his five children 

and his wife.  The coffee farms were split evenly, while other property, such as 

extensive rights to a coastal region just west of La Libertad, were claimed by 

rolling dice.  Not many people wanted to talk to me about the bad blood borne 

out of dealing with their father's estate.  One story goes that Beto and Adela 

were to roll for two pieces of property on El Sunzal, a popular surfing beach.  A 

few of their children were there to make sure that things went smoothly.  The 

first  property, closest to the water, went to Adela.  Angry at losing the more 

valuable portion, Beto quickly responded, “¡Va!  Tomala, pero el otro pedazo es  

mio” [Fine!  Take it, but the other piece is mine].  The story goes that Adela was 

resigned to take the deal when her son and my father, Steven, interjected.
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“¡Come mierda cerote!4 Estabas de acuerdo que lanzases cada vez – para los dos  

pedazos, ladrón.”  [Eat shit you fuck!  You both agreed to roll  for each piece, 

thief.]  Beto gave in and the second roll went to Adela.  By the time I arrived, all 

of  the  siblings  had  sold  their  beach  property  to  make  way  for  hotels  and 

restaurants.  Two of Adela's sons, Richard and Steven, bought the last strip of 

land from Marta and Ana Ruth.  They both grew up surfing at El Sunzal and 

had dropped out on and off (in the Timothy Leary sense) to live a dharma bum 

life there.  Several years before my arrival, they ran into a spot of money and 

decided to buy the land for a surf resort.  Richard would live there to design the 

architecture and oversee its construction while Steven would run the finances 

from the US.  It was their dream business, a path toward an easy retirement on 

the beach they loved.

Nothing  went  smoothly.   Loans  fell  through,  construction  workers 

slowed down their labor, materials were faulty, and a few locals stole expensive 

power tools several times.  The adjacent property owner wanted the land so he 

had roads and the beach access blocked in an attempt to drive Richard and 

Steven out and the price per hectare down.  A few things went their way.  When 

I arrived, Richard was finally able to open a small restaurant that catered to 

Americans (“It's the only place for miles where you can buy bacon.  The gringos 

love it”).  At the same time, he told me that one of the thieves was caught.  An 

automechanic found him stealing tools, and in what I can only imagine was a 

strike of anger, the mechanic brandished a machete and sliced off one of the 

4 “Cerote” is a common colloquial insult that is nationally and racially charged.  It is used 
among friends in El Salvador and some parts of Guatemala, though considered extremely 
insulting when used by an outsider.  Literally: piece of shit.
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thief's  arms.   He  bled  out  in  a  river.   “I  mean,  that's  terrible,  but  the 

motherfucker had it coming,” Richard told me.

To make matters worse, the entire  family could not help but criticize. 

Over and over,  from their mother,  uncles, aunts and cousins, I  heard stories 

about how Richard and Steven never talked to that lawyer they recommended, 

or  that  they  should  have  used  the  filtration  system  Beto  had  up  in 

Chalatenango.  They should have sold the land years ago, poor souls.  Why 

aren't they taking that good loan La Nora found for them?  The quantity and 

quality  of  corrections  and  disappointments  that  family  members  had  for 

Richard and Steven were astounding.  The way almost all gossip was given, 

accepted,  and  canonized  as  authoritative  interpretations  suggests  that  the 

validity of these criticisms was not the point.  Instead, gossip provided a path 

for power relations to be regulated and controlled along generational lines.

Beto's son, Betío, occupied a similar nexus of gossip.  He lived with his 

wife,  Mónica,  and  two  kids  in  the  Chalatenango  department,  near  Beto's 

mountain property, known as  Las Pilas  (the heaps, or piles;  the batteries; the 

baptismal  fonts;  the  cattle  troughs).   He  and Mónica were  known for  their 

attempts at social distancing.  His father's generation interpreted it as hiding the 

children from the family.  I was often told a story about how Beto and his wife,  

Margarita,  drove out there to give their  grandkids gifts for a holiday.  They 

planned out a weekend trip to the property and stopped by the house to drop 

off gifts.  When they rang the doorbell, Betío opened a slit in the door and told  

them to toss the presents over the gate.  Most stories about Betío and his wife 
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were patterned along these moralizing lines.

Right  before my arrival,  Mónica was diagnosed with terminal  cancer. 

The Bondanza siblings changed their tone immediately.  “Pobrecita, y que tan 

joven es ella...”  (Poor thing, and she's so young too...).  I found out for myself 

when we all took a trip to Las Pilas for the weekend.  I drove up with Beto, 

Margarita, Adela, Marta, María Tere, Steven, and Betío's family.  A big group, 

we packed into a few all-terrain vehicles for the steep and rocky climb, making 

sure to bring plenty of food and booze to keep us warm.  While we spent some 

time eating and talking together, most of the weekend was spent in splintered 

groups.  Cards and board games popped up everywhere.  I did a small amount 

of hiking.  María Tere took a few pictures of Betío's daughter, Francesca, and me 

modeling a yoga bag for her business.  At the end of the day, when everyone 

went to bed, Francesca's parents permitted her to stay in the cabin with María 

Tere  and  me.   Nothing  appeared  unusual  to  me,  but  the  next  day  I  heard 

exclamations  from Marta  and Adela  about how strange and wonderful  that 

decision was.  They reasoned that with the tragic illness,  Betío and his wife 

wanted their kids to become closer to the extended family, that they now saw 

the value in a familial community.  I was never convinced that Betío and his 

family were actually reaching out.  I only saw them the once, and no one ever 

mentioned  either  visiting  or  being  visited  by  them,  though  the  discourse 

surrounding their social distance changed substantially.  Mónica died several 

months later.

Besides family outings and special occasions, the telephone occupied the 
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most  important  means of  communication for  the  Bondanza siblings.   Adela 

would begin almost every night with her favorite television programming and 

a  drink brought  to  her  room by Yanet  or  Roxy.   After  several  minutes,  she 

would either pick up her land-line telephone and call one of her sisters or they 

would call her first.  If the latter occurred, Adela would often let the phone ring 

until Yanet or Roxy answered the call and brought the phone to her bedroom. 

The sisters would talk about gossip, current events and the day's happenings 

until another sister's opinions were required.  At this point, they would either 

hang up or put each other on hold while they called other sisters.  I was never  

around to  see  another  sibling  play this  game,  but  Adela  would often  jump 

between conversations with various sisters for anywhere between one and three 

hours.   I  enjoyed sitting with Adela during these sessions,  fipping between 

television channels and a book, drinking some wine.  Most business was hashed 

out at this time – including my own logistical concerns with interviews – new 

updates were conveyed, and regular contact within the family was ensured.

Paths of communication are just as important as the symbols they carry. 

In the next chapter, I argue that the Bondanza family reproduced their class by 

actively engaging with and adapting their collective history.  The context and 

form  of  historical  narratives  created  fexible  structures  with  which  the 

Bondanzas could both reinforce their collectivity and change their identity.
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CHAPTER V:

DISCUSSION // SYMBOLS, STRIPS, MAPS

Class and Maintenance

'Coming  to  terms  with  the  past'  does  not  imply  a  serious  working  
through of  the  past,  the  breaking of  its  spell  through an act  of  clear  
consciousness.   It  suggests,  rather,  wishing  to  turn the  page  and,  if  
possible, wiping it from memory.  The attitude that it would be proper  
for everything to be forgiven and forgotten by those who were wronged is  
expressed by the party that committed the injustice.

- Theodor Adorno (1986:115)

January, 2012.  I drove over to Beto's house with María Tere.  It was the 

first time I would see him since I got to El Salvador.  We drove up to the gate 

and gave a honk or two.  A tiny slit in the middle of the dark green steel slab 

appeared, marked by two eyes and a quick nod.  We drove in and were greeted 

by enthusiastic hugs and kisses from Margarita.  Beto soon followed with a joke 

and  a  handshake.   After  a  few  demands  that  we  come  inside  and  have 

something from the whiskey bar,  we sat  down in the spacious living room. 

María Tere and I took a seat on the couch, Beto and Margarita in cushioned 

chairs on the other side of an ornate coffee table.  Beto opened the conversation 

simply.
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“Como estás?”  (How are you?)

“Bien, bien.”  (Good, good.)  I was not sure what to talk about with them 

yet, what kind of ice breaker to employ.

Beto quickly steered the conversation to American politics, “Te gusta el 

Ron  Paul?   Los  otros  Republicanos  son ligeramentes  locos  pero  él  –  él  tiene  ideas  

fantasticos.”  (Do you like Ron Paul?  The other Republicans are a bit crazy but  

he – he's got some great ideas.)  The Republican primaries had yet to start, but 

Beto was well aware of the subtleties in US politics – and had a keen interest in 

them.  After discussing the possible merits of Senator Paul, I asked Beto about 

his own party, Arena, and what they were all about.  “La patria, democracia, los  

derechos del pueblo.”  (The homeland, democracy, the rights of the people.)  I was 

struck by the contradictions and limitations that these ideals had in Salvadoran 

history and politics, particularly considering Arena's role during the civil war. 

It wasn't until later that I began to draw connections and note contradictions 

among intersecting markers of identity such as nationality, class, and race.

There is no doubt that the Bondanzas were a part of a global network of 

capital, information, and socialization.  All of the older siblings were sent to the 

US for education and, in turn, they sent their kids to the American grade school 

in San Salvador, if not abroad as well.  Two of Beto's children have worked for 

the  United Nations  in  New York.   Each of  Adela's  children  have lived  and 

worked in the US for decades at a time.  Nora had one son in Philadelphia with  

an American family, one in Dallas, and another who moved to London.  Ana 

Ruth had family in Miami.  Marta, the sole exception, raised her children in 
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Rome, where they continued to live as adults.  As discussed above, previous 

generations of the Bondanzas were involved in similar migrations, mostly to 

and from San Francisco.  Despite an open admiration for foreign lifestyles and 

politics,  all  of  the  siblings  were  quick  to  point  out  superior  Salvadoran 

institutions.  Adela once insisted to me that Salvadoran hospitals were far better 

than those in the United States, that American doctors traveled to El Salvador to 

improve their medical knowledge.  During interviews, siblings told me about 

how beautiful  and amiable the Salvadoran people  were and how foreigners 

were always struck by this loving Salvadoran nature.  The tensions between 

personal  investments  in  foreign  communities  and  a  distinctly  Salvadoran 

nationalism were subtle, but important for parsing out the Bondanza family's 

sense of group identity.

Quite literally, the international paths along which the Bondanza family 

traveled were structurally necessitated and implicated by their elite status.  Not 

only did they have the financial and social capabilities to travel abroad, but 

often  their  occupations  demanded it.   Adela,  an employee  of  the  American 

embassy, often had to travel to the United States for conferences.  Beto traveled 

extensively  in  the  United States,  representing  his  coffee  production and  his 

political  interests.   Anna Tsing argues in  Friction (2005)  that  the relationship 

between global avenues of power and the actors who encounter them are what 

create  sociocultural  change.   Similarly,  in “Incorporation and Identity  in  the 

Making  of  the  Modern  World,”  Eric  Wolf  (2001b)  contends  that  there  is  a 

dialectical  relationship  between  processes  of  social  production  and  the 
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particular  responses  of  groups  of  individuals  to  these  arrangements.   The 

division of the labor market creates and feeds on the differentiation of identity 

(2001b:357).

As  an  example,  though  there  were  markets  for  food  and  goods  two 

blocks away from Adela's home, she never took me there to go shopping.  She 

and I  went  to  the local  supermarket  for food and to the mall  for  consumer 

goods.   Adela  maintained personal  relationships  with  employees  at  both of 

these locations, from cashiers to sales representatives, which allowed her access 

to special deals and exceptional customer service.  Conversely, Yanet and Roxy 

maintained parallel social networks at the local market where they were sent 

alone  (unless  I  tagged  along)  in  order  to  get  food  for  the  house  and  for 

themselves.  Extrapolated to global networks, Yanet and Roxy were embedded 

in  international  situations.   They  were  subjected  to  national  legislation  and 

economic conditions that were infuenced by and responded to an international 

context.   However,  they did not have the symbolic  and cultural  capacity to 

affect these international conditions, in part because of their lack of access to 

global social networks.

Within the  larger  community  of  elites  in  Santa  Tecla,  exclusive  social 

gatherings verified and reinforced class differences.  Elite clubs which required 

a membership for participation allowed social networks to thicken by virtue of 

exclusion.   Very  real  walls  lined  the  athletic  club  in  Santa  Tecla.   Guards 

carrying semi-automatic rifes and shotguns patrolled the borders of the Club 

Salvadoreño at Sunzal.  Whomever members met, they were externally verified 
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as socially, politically, or financially acceptable – of an elite class.  Less official 

gatherings  served  a  similar  function,  such  as  the  tea  parties  discussed  in 

Chapter Three.  Set in ornate private homes, these parties provided a bastion of 

good liquor and better food.  In the two parties I attended, both homes marked 

an opposition between the vacant, dirty and gray exterior from where the guest 

came and into the open lawns, framed by well-tended gardens and caged pets, 

that they entered.  The passageway from raw to cooked doubled as security. 

Multiple layers of steel doors, concrete walls, barbed wire, surveillance cameras 

and surveying domestic  workers  first  greeted the guests  and then provided 

them with comfort.

The dialectic between power structures and group reactions is a tension 

between processes of stabilization and disruption.  Much of the literature on the 

anthropology of elites is concerned with mapping out sociocultural processes of 

maintenance within power structures.  Though it is primarily concerned with 

subordinated groups, research into persisting cultures offers a useful symbolic 

framework.  In “Issues in the Analysis of Enduring Cultural Systems,” George 

Pierre Castile (1981) defines the persistence of cultural groups through time and 

space as enclavement.   By maintaining significant symbolic  and institutional 

separation  from  dominant  populations  or  governing  bodies,  these  enclaves 

typically form and transfer unique collective identities.  Common traits include 

reproductive isolation, myths of  racial purity,  the possession of a homeland, 

and a separate language.  All of these traits can disappear, mix or be replaced 

throughout time – particularly along generational lines.  Tellingly, Castile sees 
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the process of enclavement as necessarily in confict with the surrounding state 

apparatus, an opposition which often symbolically empowers the enclave (1981: 

xvi-xix).  Mark Leone adds to this analysis of enclaves in confict with the state 

in “Mormon 'Peculiarity'” (1981).   Leone argues that as a violent opposition 

between  enclaves  and  the  state  is  replaced  by  a  symbolic  opposition;  the 

enclave is  structurally bounded to refect  its  own subordination.   Like Wolf, 

Leone posits that enclaves are ideologically and symbolically bounded by the 

dominant culture and any process of identity formation is bounded by power. 

As  an  enclave  attempts  to  symbolically  differentiate  itself,  it  necessarily  re-

inscribes subordinate social conditions (1981:79-82).

The Bondanza family, and elite societies broadly, fit most of the criteria 

for an enclave.  The first three generations of Bondanzas to live in El Salvador 

married within  the  Italian community.   At  least  one  couple,  Papa Beto  and 

Mamá Tere, were first cousins.  Until the fifth generation, no Bondanza I know 

of married someone who could not claim full European ancestry.  Whether this 

point  of  “racial  purity”  is  genealogically  valid  or  not,  the  myth  certainly 

pervaded and infected how the Bondanzas saw El  Salvador as  a whole.   In 

multiple  conversations  about  Honduras  and  Guatemala,  several  Bondanza 

sisters claimed that Salvadorans were more White, implying superiority.  The 

possession of a homeland came out through expressions of both Italy and El 

Salvador.   The Bondanza's preferred the Italian national soccer  team.  While 

Marta  was  the  only  Bondanza  who  moved  to  Italy  permanently,  all  of  the 

Bondanza siblings have been there often and speak at least a little Italian.  Papa 
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Beto first  fell  ill  while  vacationing there.   Though Italy  occupied a  point  of 

cultural reference, El Salvador was a primary identity marker for the Bondanza 

siblings and most of their children.  La patria was  the political slogan.  While 

power and economic stability were certainly infuences on Beto when he co-

founded  Arena,  I  am  sure  that  a  concern  for  El  Salvador  and  its  people 

provided the emotional charge.  As members of an elite network, the Bondanzas 

had an interest in symbolically and structurally differentiating themselves from 

the larger Salvadoran population.

As elites, they differed significantly from Castile and Leone's contention 

that persistent  peoples  are subordinate  to  and in  confict  with larger  power 

structures.  What does an enclave look like when it controls these networks? 

There is a key distinction in terminology between Castile's “state apparatus” 

and Leone's “dominant culture.”  The former implies control of structural and 

militarized organizations,  the realm of elites,  while the dominant culture  is 

vague  enough to  imply  symbolic  infuence,  physical  presence  or  both.   No 

structure of  power is  complete and the Bondanzas'  social  network has been 

bounded  by  physical  and  cultural  constraints  exterior  to  them.   While 

Salvadoran elites had significant control over the legal and economic apparatus, 

they were not the dominant cultural group.  Outside of legal enforcements and 

commercial  advertising,  they could not  maintain ideological  control  of  most 

Salvadorans.   Institutional  differences  such  as  an  extremely  weak  public 

education  system  opposed  to  strong  Jesuit  and  foreign  private  educations 

ensured that information was segregated along lines of power and class was re-
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inscribed.  Particulars of how identity was formed outside of the elite could be 

bounded but not controlled.  In turn, the elite's identity was bounded by and 

responded to the rest of El Salvador.

The civil war was the clearest example of a circumscribed elite identity. 

A class known for having the church in their pocket found themselves at violent 

odds with the new liberation theology, not to mention the popular support for 

the Communist cause.  Nor did the elites win that war.  With the peace treaty, 

they were forced to significantly reorganize the Salvadoran police force and 

compete symbolically with the Communist FMLN.  In the elite context, Leone's 

analysis  of  the  movement  from  violent  to  symbolic  opposition  takes  on  a 

sinister ring.  He argues that symbolic opposition to dominant cultures is more 

complex because the new structure seeks to resolve conficts created by uneven 

power  structures  without  “hope of  actual  liberation” (1981:81-82).   Leone is 

referring to  symbolic  ideals  made unattainable.   These imagined political  or 

spatial utopias come to define the enclave by what it cannot achieve.  For elites,  

the liberatory goal is not for them, but for the subordinated dominant groups. 

Egalitarian  ideals  and  progressive  movements  may  eventually  work  to 

minimize class  barriers  and social  inequities  but,  as  an oppositional  system, 

they are formally embedded in uneven power structures.

The relationship between domestic  workers  and the  Bondanza  family 

was marked by a structural delineation of symbolic capital.  Whenever someone 

visited a Bondanza sibling at his or her home, the first person of contact was 

almost always a maid.1 In most instances, even if it was someone returning to 

1 Marta's home was the sole exception.  She did not have a regular housekeeper.
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his or her own home, the maid was immediately and enthusiastically greeted. 

Maids were thanked for their hospitality and sometimes questioned for updates 

on their personal lives.  After the guests were shown into the home, the maids 

were only addressed when services were required.  Mike was the only person I 

observed deviating from this pattern of interaction.  He never acknowledged a 

maid.  The conversations between Bondanzas and their drivers were more in 

depth.  Drivers, such as Lucas, were usually only called upon for long trips and 

most conversation occurred in the car.  They ate meals with the maids, as did 

Roxy.

Despite a job that embodied class difference (literally washing the feet of 

the elite) most domestic workers expressed avid support for right-wing politics. 

Lucas even fought in the war under Armando.  The contradiction between class 

and ideology among domestic workers is not new.  Treated comparably well 

and allowed certain markers of  status, domestic workers have been known to 

participate  in  elite-generated  ideologies  of  liberation.   There  are,  of  course, 

exceptions.  During the tea party scene of the video, a moment of cinematic  

thick description occurs when one of Mike's maids glances at the camera and 

then turns back with a broad grin.  Is she smiling at the novelty of the situation? 

Or is it the potential of the lens, Vertov's kino-eye which not only sees the social  

condition but creates a tangible image of it?
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Representation and Performance

El Salvador will be a pretty
and (without exaggeration) serious country
when working class and peasantry
fertilize and comb and talc it
cure the historical hangover
clean it up and reconstruct it
and get it going.

The problem is that today El Salvador
has a thousand rough edges and a hundred thousand pitfalls
about five hundred thousand calluses and some blisters
cancers rashes dandruff filthiness
ulcers fractures fevers bad odors

You have to round it off with a little machete
sandpaper lathe turpentine penicillin
sitz-baths kisses and gunpowder.

- Roque Dalton (1990:183)

During my stay in Santa Tecla, I engaged in a small side project: to find 

out what Salvadoran authors were enjoyed and recommended.  To supplement 

my  ethnographic  research,  I  undertook  several  tutorials  with  New  College 

professors.  One, a survey of Salvadoran literature with Professor José Alberto 

Portugal,  was  initially  hindered  by  a  mutual  lack  of  knowledge  of  which 

writers  were  relevant  or  canonical,  and  what  context  they  occupied  in 

Salvadoran  popular  culture.   I  started  by  asking  Roxy  whom  she  enjoyed. 

“Claribel Alegría, una poetisa lindísima” (Claribel Alegría, a beautiful poet), she 

quickly responded.  Alberto Masferrer was another writer she mentioned.  Both 

writers came up frequently and from a wide variety of people, so I read them.
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Historical accounts nested in a fiction form have the potential to inject  

strong counter-narratives into community discussions.  In Practicing Memory in  

Central  American  Literature (2010),  Nicole  Caso  develops  a  framework  for 

dealing with the interplay between text and context, keeping social narratives 

firmly  in  mind.   For  Caso,  creative  fiction  has  been  a  critical  form of  self-

evaluation  along  Central  America's  20th  century  project  of  modernity.   By 

inserting  fictional  creations  within  actual  socio-political  conditions,  Central 

American literature traces the lived symbolic and material confinements while 

challenging  the  agency  of  actors  and  communities  within.   Caso  points  to 

emergent  effects  within  this  literature,  including  charged  silences  and 

fragmented texts.  She writes, “It is in mapping the contours of this imagined 

space that  the reconfiguration of potentialities  for  action can take place and 

collective identities can be reinforced” (2010:1-3).  Caso's Salvadoran example is 

Manlio Argueta's 1977 Caperucita en la zona roja (2008), an extremely fragmented, 

chronologically  displaced  and  grammatically  subtle  narrative  of  guerrilla 

fighters in 1970s San Salvador.  The book was not only recommended to me, but 

it was the only novel I saw other people reading – mostly university students.

Alegría and Masferrer both engage with social ills in El Salvador, though 

they write from extremely different  positions.  Alegría was an active ally in 

leftist  politics,  in league with Communist writers such as Roque Dalton and 

exiled during the civil war.  Her collection of poems,  La mujer del río (1989), 

engages with her wavering memory of El Salvador and the brutalities inficted 

by the military.  The poems are extremely personal, not to be confused with the 
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explicit  Marxian  commentary  of  Dalton,  but  incisive  and  clear  about  the 

political trauma her country went through.  On the other hand, Masferrer's 1927 

essay “El dinero maldito” (1994) was a scathing critique of the alcohol industry, 

including vendors, government agencies and factory owners, all of whom, he 

argued, worked to promote alcoholism among the workers and the poor.  This 

essay,  though  published  more  than  80  years  before  my  arrival,  was 

recommended  to  me  by  almost  everyone  I  asked.   Though  Alegría  and 

Masferrer wrote from extremely different social, spatial and temporal spaces, 

they  both  engage  in  a  critique  of  national  institutions  that  relies  on  a  re-

imagining  of  social  relations,  alternative  historical  and  contemporary 

possibilities.  El Salvador “could be.”

Other authors recommended to me engaged in historical narratives that 

present  what  has  been  lost  to  El  Salvador  for  good.   Salarrué  published  a 

collection of short stories in 1933, Cuentos de barro (2012), that are set in rural El 

Salvador at the turn of the 20th century.  The stories are written in the regional 

dialects,  employing textual  variations in grammar and the sonic  qualities  of 

phrases.   The  edition  published  by  UCA,  meant  for  Salvadoran  readers, 

includes a sizable glossary of terms.   Published a year after  La Matanza,  the 

world  portrayed  by  Salarrué  was  physically  and  symbolically  no  longer 

possible.  Claudia Lars' 1958 memoir,  Tierra de infancia (2011), is a collection of 

short stories set in the same time period, but on her father's plantation.  The 

innocent  world  of  benevolent  landowners,  where  everyone  is  guaranteed 

tortillas to eat, the land erupts with magic and lava – this telling is upper-class 
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and the setting is what they, too, lost with modernization.

The fiction form allows alternative and oppositional historical accounts a 

palatable consumption.  Adela,  an ardent anti-Communist, expressed respect 

for Roque Dalton.  For her, his ideas were skewed but he presented them well  

and died for  them.   She  spoke of  his  execution at  the  hand of  Communist 

comrades  as  a  disappointment.   She  certainly  saw  the  assassination  as  an 

indicator of poor morals among leftist ideologues, but she also thought Dalton 

deserved  better.   Similarly,  the  respect  for  Alegría's  work  among  Roxy  and 

members of the Bondanza family exemplified the power  that creative forms 

have to cross political boundaries.  Most thought less of Kephart's sentimental 

and  reverent  discussion  of  them,  the  Bondanza  family.   Entertainment  and 

social critique have a syncretic potential, capable of creating truth out of images.

The truth of literature, like anthropology, is intricately tied to voice and 

authority.  In James Clifford's introduction to  The Predicament of Culture, “The 

Pure Products Go Crazy” (1988), he argues that modern ethnography and its 

practitioners are “perpetually displaced,” forced to move among overlapping 

cultures and traditions rather than above them (1988:9).  It has become clear 

that the  ability to define “authentic” cultural  production is  distinct from and 

must contend with the  power to define the “authentic.”  In  the post-colonial 

setting,  the  anthropologist-writer  is  inside  the  culture  being  observed,  de-

centered but present.   The authority of voice and representation is contested 

through  ever-increasing  avenues.   Tellingly,  Clifford  launches  his  argument 

with a William Carlos Williams poem concerned with the uncertain future of 
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modernity.   It  is  not  that  modernity  destroys  all  traditions,  leaving  an 

unintelligible homogeneity behind.  Rather, thickening connections are formed 

that vary in depth and intensity.  Authenticity in the (post)modern system no 

longer has distinct poles of authority.  Creative production, including literature, 

becomes a key site for contesting voices, the right to engage with and present  

tradition.

When ethnographic film is placed into this field of contested authenticity, 

the form of composition and the promises of presentation inherently invoke 

contradictory forces and actors.  Historically, the presentation of ethnographic 

footage involved a trick of context.  Erving Goffman evokes Gregory Bateson in 

Frame Analysis (1974) to describe how strips of behavior can be transposed into 

alternate  contexts.   The  strips  of  behavior,  isolated  gestures  from  everyday 

experience, can be rearranged in new contexts.  The most famous example is 

play, where the nip references the bite but does not connote the same sort of 

aggression.   A punch in a boxing ring is not the same as a punch in a bar. 

Instead,  “there  is  a  transcription  or  transposition  …  of  a  strip  of  fighting 

behavior  into  a  strip  of  play”  (1974:41).   Editing  ethnographic  films  keys 

behavior  in  a  similar  way.   Strips  of  action  are  related  through  somewhat 

artificial connections, as  though the footage were texts,  and spliced together 

with an imposed/emergent theme in mind.  Since the 1920s, documentary films 

operated within their own key, juxtaposed to – yet in full dialogue with – the 

cinematic  films  of  Hollywood.   Montage  and  narration  were  the  standard 

means of collecting and presenting positivist facts.  Well past the introduction of 
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talkies, the anthropologist dictated the events on the screen due to language 

barriers and precedent.  It was not until the 1960s that ethnographic filmmakers 

were  able  to  seriously  invest  in  subtitling  and  let  the  subjects  speak  for  

themselves, so to speak.  The revolutionary possibilities of confusing or altering 

keys through subtitling was not lost on contemporary filmmakers, particularly 

Jean  Rouch,  who  began  experimenting  with  ethnographic  science  fiction 

through Jaguar (1967).  The process of editing film is multiple in image, voice, 

and expectation.

The process of creating, rehearsing and presenting performance injects 

subjectivity.   In  Between  Theater  and  Anthropology (1985),  Richard  Schechner 

discusses this process through historical performances as a product of selection 

and emphasis, creating meaning by arranging.  “History is not what happened 

but what is encoded and transmitted” (1985:51).  Specific for this discussion, 

Schechner argues that Frits Staal and Robert Gardner's  Altar of Fire (1976), an 

ethnographic film about an ancient Vedic ritual, does not present historical fact 

or continuation,  because the full  context of  the ritual  –  how it  was funded,  

started and who participated – was either left undisclosed or manipulated for 

the presentation of the film.  I agree with Schechner, but the issue of viewing 

ethnographic  films  as  indicative  products  rather  than  subjunctive  creations 

extends  throughout  the  genre  because  of  the  key(s)  documentary  and 

ethnographic films are constructed within, that they transpose behavior to fit. 

To return to Clifford, the authenticity of ethnographic film can never be fulfilled 

in itself; it is a quality of subjective presentation.  Authority can be pointed to, 
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but never shown.

In  my own editing  process,  I  have tried  to  evoke alternate  keys  and 

keyings by introducing surreal or otherwise jarring elements, some more subtle 

than others.  Sequences include seriously mundane strips of behavior, repetition 

and  blatant  symbolic  projections,  all  of  which  are  keyed  by  arrangement, 

juxtaposition, and pace.  In the tea party scene, the camera pivots around a 

caged parrot.  A waltz, played so softly as to be rendered ambient, is captured 

to haunting effect.  Suddenly the parrot tears at itself in fits and spasms.  The 

shot  is  no  accident  and  most  viewers  would  not  see  it  as  one.    Almost 

immediately, the sequence continues with fragmented sentences, including the 

audio of a woman describing a beautiful, well maintained lawn as ugly.  The 

rest  of  the  film is  largely  mundane,  but  the  surreal  introduction  urges  the 

viewer to find signification,  to turn the profane into the sacred through eye 

gestures and stricken nerves.

The movement away from narrative structures in cinema has historical 

and theoretical roots in the post-World War II period.  Gilles Deleuze sets out in 

Cinema 1 (1982) and Cinema 2 (1989) to trace the shifting treatment of images in 

film  in  order  to  construct  a  working  logical  system  and  semiology  of  the 

cinema.  In Italian neo-realism, Deleuze locates a chronological and theoretical 

transformation of what he calls the movement-image into the time-image.  The 

first  volume  is  dedicated  to  the  movement-image,  an  inter-assemblage  of 

subtractive  framing (the  perception-image),  the  organization of  the  universe 

around  perception  (action-image),  and  the  relation  of  movement  to  quality 
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(affection-image).   Alternately  phrased,  perception-image  is  the  received 

movement, the subjectively observed action.  The action-image is the executed 

movement, the response.  Linking these two images is the affection-image, the 

process  of  relation,  the  substance  that  links  subjective  interpretation  with 

objective action (1986:64-66).   Briefy,  the movement-image of  action-reaction 

was subject  to  experimentation in  post-war  cinema though dispersive plots, 

deliberately  weak  links,  the  road  film,  a  consciousness  of  clichés,  and  a 

condemnation of the plot (1986:210).2  What resulted was a new kind of process, 

“Making-false becomes the sign of a new realism, in opposition to the making-

true of the old” (1986:213).  Deleuze calls these new shots “purely optical and 

sound  situations,”  where  the  characters  see  rather  than  act  (1989:1-3).   By 

slackening sensory-motor connections in the cinematic image, Deleuze argues 

that a new form of knowledge production became available, the privileging of 

the true and false over the real and imaginary (1989:3,19,274-75).

The contemporary tradition of ethnographic film has its roots in this new 

image,  particularly  through  Jean  Rouch  and  the  rise  of  cinéma  vérité.   The 

camera as an active participant in observation and a foil for the complicity of 

the viewer  allowed for  knowledge production outside  of  direct  narration to 

come  forward.   Specific  techniques  include  weak  or  spontaneous  cuts,  the 

confation and confusion of time, and authorial presence in the film. 3  In my 

own video, I engage with intentionally weak cuts between scenes and dialogue, 

2 Deleuze uses the terminology “voyage form” and “ballad” for the the common American 
phrase, “road film.”  None of these terms are precise, though they mean to indicate the genre 
of fiction film in which the mode of travel is the primary setting.  Easy Rider (1969) was the 
first American film to consciously evoke the genre.

3 See Jean Rouch and Morin's Chronique d'un été (1961) for a pivotal example.
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particularly by placing audio from interviews over experiential visuals.  The 

movement shot along a path that culminates with a chance encounter of Adela 

and Roxy at the beach displays this technique.  As a wink to the filming process  

and the authorial role, the shot ends with Adela gleefully snapping a picture of 

me, the camera, and the insinuated viewer.

The need for accurate and methodical representation of  the fieldwork 

was  a  goal  of  early  ethnographic  filmmakers  such  as  Margaret  Mead  and 

continues  through  Jay  Ruby's  work.   This  logic  insists  that  the  context  of 

production must be fully documented if the final product is to have scientific 

value.  I agree completely with the need for context, but my fascination and 

theoretical  bent  privileges  an  awareness  of  subjectivity  in  the  ethnographic 

process.  Returning to Caso, “the place – both ideological and physical – from 

which one writes about the past affects not only the form of the representation 

of events … but also indicates how one must read the text within a particular 

regional  context”  (2010:6).   It  would be  a  mistake  to  confate  the  cinematic 

image with the written text – Deleuze is correct to insist on and develop this 

distinction – but Caso's insight marks a key concern for producing “truth” in 

creative endeavors, including my work with ethnographic video.  To this end, 

relating the authorial position directly and implicitly through both shots and 

cuts was a primary concern.  One shot is structured by a window frame.  On the 

left, the window is open and the subject concentrates on cooking.  In the right 

half of the frame, the window is closed and the camera and I refect back to the  

viewer.   Elsewhere,  subjects  address  me  and  strike  conversations.   During 
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interviews, I am directly reminded of my familial relationships.  In the most 

direct  of  sequences,  I  am  seen  in  my  bedroom,  taking  notes  and  smoking 

cigarettes.  The tensions between process and product, content and context, are 

sites of knowledge production.

Memory and Identity

My initial research goal was to explore the relationship between memory 

and family identity.   I  expected that hearing family stories,  genealogies,  and 

narrated historical events multiple times from multiple people would provide 

an  outline  for  individual  contradictions  and  consistencies  that  form  family 

identity.   In  conducting  fieldwork,  living  with  and  around  the  Bondanza 

siblings, I began to see memory as an active process.  It is liable to change over 

time  and  through  various  contexts.   Enacting  memory  takes  the  form  of  a 

performance, a particular representation of who the teller is and what kinds of 

history the family can point to.

Memory is adaptable, with infinite possibilities of iteration and access. 

Deleuze and Guattari offer a fitting framework in the rhizome.  In A Thousand 

Plateaus, they develop a system of relations that is inherently decentralized and 

spontaneous  in  growth,  noting  that  “the  rhizome  ceaselessly  establishes 

connections  between  semiotic  chains,  organizations  of  power,  and 

circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles” (1987:7).  The 

structure is both highly stable, in that it regrows and renews upon rupture, and 
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dynamic in that the meaning of the whole is in constant fux, a sort of hyper-

dialectic that creates significance ceaselessly and spontaneously (1987:9).  The 

shape of the rhizome is vague and circumspect, it “has no beginning or end; it is  

always  in  the  middle,  between  things,  interbeing,  intermezzo”  (1987:16) 

Deleuze and Guattari  offer their  own interpretation of  memory as a tension 

between dynamic and discontinuous short-term memory and an edified long-

term memory,  the rhizome and the diagram.  For  them, short-term memory 

uses forgetting as a process, though the form of memory can occur at any point 

in the future (1987:15-16).

The  tension  between  short-  and  long-term memory  can  be  hinted  at 

through Leone's  analysis  of enclaves.   In the movement from violent,  active 

opposition to a symbolic one, cultural histories become edified in a network of 

signs, signified and experience.  A fabric of social identity forms with which the 

enclave can oppose itself to dominant cultures.  This long-term social memory 

is not static, but is instead represented and enacted at key times, such as ritual.  

A  Lévi-Straussian  relationship  between  socially  constructed  history  and 

performance emerges.  Short- and long-term memory are experientially related 

functions of each other.  When engaging with vivid short-term memories, the 

network of communal symbols is explored through an immediate contextual 

lens.   In turn, the engaged representation of  history informs and shapes the 

larger symbolic network.

When I compiled a genealogy of the Bondanzas, I often hit incomplete 

and absent data.   Most of the siblings were unaware of who preceded their 
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grandparents,  and if  they knew anything  it  was  that  the  family  came from 

Naples.   Potential  contradictions  emerged  in  naming  Naples  as  the  family 

origin.  As discussed in Chapter Four, Vicente Bondanza came from what is 

now southern Sicily, though at the time it was a province of Naples.  Naming 

became  a  choice  with  technicalities  at  every  turn.   Does  one  identify  with 

geography, historical kingdoms, or what is represented today by Naples and 

Sicily?  The choice of family origin and its enactment is located in contemporary 

social and cultural contexts, though it uses stable cultural understandings such 

as names and place of birth.

When I explored Santa Tecla with the Bondanzas and they pointed out 

old homes,  churches,  and stories  from their childhood, they were creating a 

genealogical  map.   Deleuze  and  Guattari  differentiate  between  maps  and 

tracings.  Maps are open, subject to change.  and relational.  They are rhizomes 

which are “oriented toward an experimentation with the real.”  Tracings are 

diagrams,  rigid  representations  that  neither  capture  the  original  image  nor 

allow engagement with it (1987:12).  Every time I was taken on a tour of Santa 

Tecla,  the  story  changed.   Different  houses  were  emphasized  and  different 

people were remembered.  The network I was shown was living.  It was still  

subject  to  change  and  interpretation.   Deleuze  and  Guattari  insist  that  the 

tracing, when created, must always be placed back onto the map (1987:13-14). 

The interaction between the static representation and the dynamic process is 

that  of  past  and  present,  thin  and  thick  description,  short-  and  long-term 

memory.
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The kinship chart provides an interesting example of the tracing and the 

map.  I provide a rendition of the Bondanza chart as an appendix, primarily to 

aid the  reader  in  keeping track of  names.   But  if  this  chart  is  placed in  its 

original  context,  in  the  dynamic  network  of  the  family,  gashes  and  peaks 

become evident.   What happened to Rafael Bondanza?  It  was mentioned in 

passing that he moved to San Francisco in the 1920s, that Papa Beto did not get 

along with him, and I heard murmurs that he was some fool Communist.  It 

turns out that he was also the Secretary of Finance for El Salvador's branch of 

International  Red  Aid,  a  Communist  International  social  service  program. 

Rafael  worked closely with Farabundo Martí  in organizing the 1932 peasant 

uprising.  I heard very little about him.

When  asked  about  experiences  during  the  civil  war,  the  Bondanza 

siblings gave vastly different responses.  Most describe the horror and danger of 

the decade.  They were robbed traveling from the farm.  A guerrilla hit them in 

the head with a pistol.  They were caught in the middle of a gunfight, ironically 

saved by a guerrilla fighter.  Their son was killed in battle.  But I also heard that  

the 1980s were a blast.  People were hosting parties left and right, bars were 

lively, and fun was to be had.  I would have loved it.  All of the siblings related 

how El Salvador became much more dangerous after the war than during it. 

Now, they said,  was one of  the most  dangerous times to  be in El  Salvador 

because their was no ideology to the violence.  It was senseless, symbolically 

destitute.   Narrating  the  contradictory  qualities  of  the  war  occurred  over 

various contexts and was meant to convey particular ideas of how they did or 
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did not fit into the national history.  Memory was employed in the short term to 

refect on broader cultural narratives.

Ethnographic  film  engages  in  the  unique  process  of  edifying 

performances of memory.  What, when, and how the siblings related their life 

and family stories to me was a spontaneous confuence of situations, yet the 

camera captured the events for reproduction.  I do not mean to say that the 

camera captured the event as it happened.  Rather, the process of ethnographic 

filming  frames  spontaneous  events  within  a  de-contextualized  yet  tangible 

format.  In his discussion of the time-image, Deleuze develops chronosigns, the 

coexistence of sheets of the past and the simultaneity of points in the present 

(1989:274).  In editing the ethnographic footage, I saw this concept as a unique 

way to convey memory as an active process.  Ordinarily, to collapse time in an 

ethnographic film is to evoke a timelessness among the subjects, a sort of visual 

ethnographic present.  Though both chronosigns and the ethnographic present 

deviate  from  the  linear  progressive  model  imposed  by  (positivist)  western 

culture, I see the two modes of presenting beings in time as oppositional.  By 

collapsing the past into a field of relations and dispersing the present into a  

plane  of  perspectives,  the  chronosign  depends on  temporal  distinctions.   Its 

mode  of  signification  is  of  time  that  organizes  movement 

(perception/affection/action), not the other way around.  By cutting sequences 

which project dynamic understandings of history, symbolic systems of identity 

are given space to take a personal and inherently counter form.

Class,  representation  and memory inform each other.   The  Bondanza 
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siblings  engaged  in  multiple  material  and  symbolic  relationships  that  were 

contextually performed in order to represent and maintain a sense of family 

identity.  In filming and editing footage of the family, I attempted to convey the 

experiential  knowledge  of  actively  manipulated  histories  bounded  by 

contemporary  social  contexts.   In  the  next  and  final  chapter,  I  provide  a 

refection  on  my fieldwork,  my  theoretical  tools  and  possible  directions  for 

future research.
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CHAPTER VI:  CONCLUSION //

THE KEY, WEIGHT, LOOKING AHEAD

The house, so familiar to me, never seemed so tall.  The wall was fat, the 

windows barred, and the top was lined with broken glass.  I placed one foot on 

a planter, breathed in, and began to climb.

Three months earlier, before I even arrived in the country, María Tere had 

begun planning for Adela's surprise birthday party.  She sent out invitations to 

all of her cousins, aunts, uncles, and anyone who may or may not have been 

related to Adela.  She began looking at hotels and beach bungalows, trying to 

find the perfect place to celebrate.  When I arrived in January, María Tere was in 

full  swing and I  was enlisted to help.  Unfortunately, I  did not really know 

anyone who was not already in El Salvador, so my support was of the moral  

variety.  Adela turned 70 at the end of March, 2012.  The day came and I was a 

part of the group charged with transporting and delivering the birthday girl.  In 

the car we made excuses, fake plans, trying to get Adela excited for something 

totally different.  “Ah sí, Ricardo quiere comer en este restaurante nuevo – ¡Y que  

lindo es!  Va a amarlo.”  (Oh yeah, Richard wants to eat at this new restaurant – 

yeah, it's  really marvelous!  You're gonna love it.)  We pulled into a strange 

sloping lot with a thin winding staircase carved into the rock face.  The ocean 

view was almost as pervasive as the salted air.  After some walking, we turned 
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a corner and – “¡SORPRESA!”

Beto Margarita Andrés María Tere Alesandra Nora Ana RuthMarta Roxy 

Steven Richard Mike salmon tuna shrimp roast-beef carrots tomatoes onions 

more salmon whiskey whiskey wine beer – Go to Italy!   Someone sneaks a 

smoke, Roxy and Yanet are out back, prepping more dishes, María Tere insists 

on helping Have a drink!  Caper stuffed salmon, or was it tuna?  Cake cake cake 

singing down the stairs !feliz cumpleaños!

The next  morning we wandered on the sand and quietly took in the 

Atlantic.  We had lunch at Richard's restaurant and it was time for me to go.  I  

had a lot to pack and a fight to catch early the next morning.  I apologized to 

Adela profusely.  Her birthday weekend was coming to a close, but I had to get  

back to Santa Tecla.  She protested.  “Hay mucho tiempo, Alex.  Nos la pasamos  

aquí – con el Beto y Ricardo – para una o dos horas más.”  (There's plenty of time, 

Alex.  Let's just hang out here – with Beto and Richard – for another hour or  

two.)  I insisted and she quietly gave consent.

My father and I took the hour drive, idly chatting about my time in El 

Salvador and updates from back in Florida.  I had a key to the carport door, but  

not the gate proper, so we parked in the street, let ourselves in and continued 

our light conversation to the front of the house.  My father pulled on the door 

knob.  It was locked.  We phoned Adela.  She would not be back for several 

hours.   My mind started racing.   Three months of  things to pack.   Clothes, 

books, toiletries, kitschy gifts, a computer.  I had to get inside but my key had 

limits.  I looked up the wall and saw an open window.  After a quick glance 
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back to the front door, I began to climb.

The Return and the Text

“La intención de las Communistas era una de democracía, pero la realidad era  

régimen” [The Communists'  intention were one of  democracy,  but the reality 

was  regime].   Beto  talked  quickly  but  with  care  during  our  interview.   He 

leaned forward, drank water with force (or was it fortitude?),  and weaved a 

narrative of El Salvador – tiny, amiable, but with certain problems.  His father, 

the rare officer opposed to autocracy, made sure to pass along his democratic 

ideals.  Therefore, as Beto told it, by the military regime of the 1970s and the 

junta government of  '79, fighting the state was inevitable.  Arena was formed 

with two fronts in mind, the U.S. backed government and the Communists.  But 

he  made  sure  to  understand  those  he  opposed.   Two years  before  the  war 

ended,  his  land  in  Chalatenango  was  taken  by  guerilla  fighters.   With 

appropriate  fear  and  hesitation,  Beto  packed  up  his  Jeep  and  went  up  the 

mountain, driving along steep roads and up to the first cabin.  They greeted 

him with warmth.  “¿Tienes frío? Va, cóges un súeter …  ¿Ah, este es su latrina  

personal?  Bueno, podemos cavar hoyos allá.”  [Are you cold? Here, take a sweater 

… Oh, is this your personal outhouse? That's fine, we can dig holes over there.] 

The  Commander,  a  brutal  soldier  who  had  killed  many  of  Beto's  personal 

friends, welcomed Beto and they spoke about politics for hours upon hours. 

According to Beto, they understood each other and gained a mutual  respect 
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without agreement, more respect than Beto got from members of his own party. 

This  respect  for  the  Communist  movement  informed  a  large  part  of  our 

interview, surfacing in a reference to Marx here or a recognition of social ills  

there.  And evoking these moments of conciliation resounded strongly next to 

stories of assassinations.  Nora wanted to tell me about the three times she was 

assaulted and robbed by guerilla fighters.  Adela recounted the time she went 

out to a restaurant and three U.S. Marines were assassinated.  The moments 

return, though to haunt or forgive is uncertain.

Milan Kundera is not sure either.   In  The Unbearable Lightness of  Being 

(1984), he begins his layered narrative with a discussion of Nietzsche's eternal 

return, the cyclical recurrence of events, people, beings.  A history that repeats 

solidifies  into  a  familiar  mass,  a  Robespierre  that  is  no  longer  the  past 

theoretician to discuss but the contemporary political force to know.  Though 

Kundera decides that history would appear very differently if it came upon us 

again and again, he is uncertain if  repetitious horror is better or worse than 

feeting  existence.   If  Monseñor  Óscar  Romero  were  to  return  decade  after 

decade, year after year, to both inspire and to die, would he be venerated or 

feared?   One  day,  Adela  decided  it  was  time  to  describe  with  vigor  and 

authority the meeting of stumbles and horror that was Romero.  He was crazy 

and unworthy of the church, she said.  Her outburst was provoked by months 

of  my  prying  into  Roberto  d'Aubuisson,  a  Robespierre  in  his  own  right. 

Romero died and d'Aubuisson was fingered but, regardless of the truth, how is 

this  relationship  re-lived,  continued  past  its  historical  reckoning?   Is  it  the 
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lightness of men to be wiped by time, or is it the heaviness of accusation that  

returns  to take  menacing shape?  Conversely,  Beto  can recount  his  story of 

benign Communists because they did not kill him and, so long as Nietzsche 

remains in ink on paper, they never will.  Meaning is wrought from experience,  

yesterday and today.  Memory in its lightness is called forth, rearranged, and 

strung back into the web of shared understanding.  But the weight of shifting 

memories cannot be mistaken for the heaviness of history.  Threads change and 

colors blend, but the fabric remains.

My work, the (re)turn through text, began with the heavy whole.  While I 

had  experience  doing  ethnographic  work  and  proficient  knowledge  of  El 

Salvador,  I  was initially reluctant to settle on a specific research question.  I  

thought  that  making  categories  so  early  in  the  process  would  limit  the 

ethnographic  potential,  predefine what  I  would see.   Ideally  the  “I”  in  this 

project was to dissolve into a more communal search for identity.  The politics,  

language, ethnicity and class of the Bondanzas – my family – would come out 

through a joint exploration.  Instead, an aging and close-knit group of siblings 

and their foreign descendant struggled to understand each other.  Not only was 

culture clash a challenge, but so was the very idea of relevance, the question of 

whether  cultural  gaps within family  trees can be  mended.   The amorphous 

research  plan  begot  fragmented  information.   I  tried  to  find memories  and 

stories,  opinions  and  perspectives  on  everything  from  childhood  to  family 

history,  from  the  civil  war  to  coffee.   I  got  these  stories,  but  no  one  had 
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connections.  What did coffee have to do with the war?  Not much, I was told. 1 

What about childhood?  Was the farm relevant?  No, there weren't really roads 

and, besides, at least one person was at a boarding school.  Despite my best 

efforts,  I  could not elicit  long, personal narratives.   It  was hard enough just 

getting people interested.

When it  came time to refect  on the fieldwork and the experiences of 

myself and the Bondanzas, I had references to class, space, memory, politics, 

landscape, farming, history, and shopping malls.  These diverse elements were 

left for relations to be uncovered.  My use of symbolic relations led to an array 

of  possible  social  and  material  connections  with  the  fieldwork,  including 

literature,  performance,  ethnographic  film,  memory,  and  class  relations. 

Memory  and  performance  inject  an  element  of  cultural  fux  into  the 

ethnographic description.  In the anthropology of elites, the issue of change is 

usually ignored.   The assumption,  which I  agree with,  is  that  elites  are  not 

interested  in  drastically  changing  social  and  material  conditions  and  are 

structurally opposed to radical changes in power dynamics.  However, every 

culture,  including  enclaves,  exist  within  particular  social  and  historical 

moments.  The contemporary construction of elite identity is bound by and in 

response to a set of spatial and temporal systems.  Memory and performance, as 

active  and  social  processes,  create  and  engage  with  socio-historical 

contingencies  and  allow for  immediate  representations  to  change the  whole 

understanding.  Memory is a function of forgetting.  Identity is a function of 

1 See the discussions of land and oligarchy in Chapter Two and the symbolic reproduction of 
class in Chapter Five.
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impermanence.

Engaging with symbolic theory that privileges spontaneous connections 

means that some movements will be missed and others mistaken.  The rhizome 

in particular grants the researcher-writer interpretive authority in that things no 

longer exist in themselves.  As Deleuze remarked of the neo-realist time-image, 

the true and false replace the real and imaginary.  I cannot guarantee that the  

opposition between local markets and shopping malls described above is real, 

something to touch, but it is what I experienced.  It is what I saw.  It has weight. 

And it is true.  Similarly, the promise of a documentary film – that what is seen 

is real – is inverted, disposed of.  The reality is constructed in the editing room 

while  the  anthropological  contribution,  the  truth  of  the  matter,  emerges 

between  the  frames.   The  inversion  of  promise  can  distinguish  the 

anthropological  film from documentary film.  Now that  the two fields have 

overlapping subjects, the theory and presentation alone can set them apart.  If 

visual anthropology is to claim its own form and to, once again, contribute to 

popular cinema, it needs to gesture towards the rift between constructed reality 

and emergent truth and then hastily – triumphantly – tear the two apart.

Future research on Salvadoran elites should engage with a wider range 

of subjects and a more nuanced set of  research methods.  Getting people to 

speak freely  in front  of  an unblinking eye was by far  my biggest  difficulty.  

Multiple  lines  of  inquiry  were  halted  and  then  retracted  during  filmed 

interviews.   It  was  only  later,  in  personal  conversation,  that  the  topics  and 

opinions were revisited.  Expanding the range of subjects is crucial for outlining 
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the larger role of elites in society and among themselves.  Beyond land owners 

and political players, media tycoons, bankers, socialites and public personalities 

compose an expanded network of  elites,  employing their  own symbolic and 

material tools for specific agendas.  For research that looks at cultures in fux, it 

is  essential  to  work  with  marginalized  and  oppositional  communities. 

Alcoholics,  the house-less,  laborers,  and radicals alike would provide urgent 

perspectives on Salvadoran society.  In post-civil war El Salvador, certain leftists 

formed a  related segment  of  elites  that,  among other  things,  could  provide 

commentary on the role of ideology in social differentiation.

Group  identity  emerges  from  a  network  of  class,  memory,  and 

representation.   How  people  present  themselves  and  their  peers  today  is 

informed  by  their  sense  of  history  and  the  context  of  its  telling.   Identity-

making  is  fundamentally  a  process  of  the  present,  though  it  engages  with 

shared symbols that are transported and transformed along non-linear spatial 

and temporal  modes.   I  present  this  movement  through the  complimentary 

though distinct media of written and visual ethnography.  The eldest Bondanza 

siblings created a contradictory family identity by presenting and reinterpreting 

key symbols, both material and socio-historical.  Interpretations of class, race 

and political ideology dominated the Bondanza symbolic landscape.  

But Kundera returns.  I remembered my last day with the entire family,  

celebrating Adela's birthday.  We ate and drank.  We joked about my camera, 

always watching and never catching.  Someone or another tried to convince me 

to move to Italy.  Parents and children smoked cigarettes with stealth, hoping 
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the other would not catch them.  It was a pleasant time, never breaking that 

barrier of superficiality, but we were at the beach, taking turns watching waves 

crash and grabbing margaritas.
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APPENDIX A:

BONDANZA FAMILY TREE
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APPENDIX B:

MAPS OF EL SALVADOR

(Modified from Andrews  1991:73)
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Santa Tecla Within the San Salvador Metro Area

(Google Maps  2013)
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APPENDIX C:

¿QUÉ MÁS, MI NIÑO? SHOOTING SCRIPT

Transcription

Off screen:  - Buenas.
- Hola.
- ¿Qué tal?
- Como estás?

Wilson: Hola.
Elba: Que mal como seguir.  

Que feo, y como la grama, 
lindísimo.  Mira que yo llegue.

Wilson: Me encanta tu casa.
Mike: Gracias mi niño.
Off screen: - Ayer, estuvimos con 

ellos.  No más nos regalo y 
tomamos un buen vino. Y me 
arrepentí.

- ¿Dame una cosita de 
esto... una copita para mi tío?

Maid: ¿Esta?
Off screen: Pruebalo, a ver si le 

gusta.
Wilson: Va, ¿quien eres?  Tu 

nombre...
Nora: ¿Mi completo?  Nora 

Bondanza.  ¡Tu tía!
Wilson: Tu nombre...
Marta: ¿Quieres mi nombre 

completo?  Marta Selina 
Bondanza de Nacci.

Wilson: Va, y ¿quien es tu familia?
Nombres...

Translation

Off screen: - Good morning!
- Hello.
- What's up?
- How's it going?

Wilson: Hello.
Elba: It goes on terribly.  How 

ugly, and the lawn is so 
beautiful.  Hey, I'm here.

Wilson: I love your house.
Mike: Thanks, my boy.
Off screen: - I was with him 

yesterday.  We don't see each 
other often, and we shared 
some good wine.  Something to 
regret!

- Can you grab me a little 
thing... a cup for my uncle?

Maid: This?
Off screen: Try this, see if you like it.
Wilson: Alright, who are you?  

Your name...
Nora: My full name?  Nora 

Bondanza.  Your aunt!
Wilson: Your name...
Marta: You want my full name?  

Marta Selina Bondanza de Nacci.
Wilson: OK, and who is your 

family?  Names...
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Marta: ¿Toda la que... toda de mi 
familia?  ¿Todo los nombres de la 
familia o solo los que viven aquí 
en el salvador?

Ana Ruth: Mi nombre es Ana Ruth 
Bondanza.

Adela: Adela.
Wilson: ¿Adela quien?
Adela: Bondanza... Wilson.
Wilson: ¿Quien eres?
Beto: Bueno me llamo Alberto
 Bondanza, José Alberto 

Bondanza Gochez.  Soy el menor 
de cinco hermanos.  Y ah pues 
mi padre es este Carlos Alberto 
Bondanza.  Mi madre María 
Teresa Gochez de Bondanza.  Y 
mi hermana Nora, la mayor.  La 
Ana Ruth, la segunda de la 
familia.  Marta, la tercera.  Adela, 
mi hermana preferida, es la 
numera cuatro.  Y yo, el último.

Marta: Bondanza, los Bondanzas. 
La María Tere, la Alessandra, tu 
papá, Steven, Richard, Frankie, 
Rebecca, Armando Ramón, ¡mis 
little babies!

Wilson: ¿Quien es ellos?
Marta: Guillermo Alberto y 

Steven Abelino.
Wilson: ¿Quien eres?  Tu trabajo 

tu...
Adela: ¿Como soy yo?
Wilson: Sí.
Adela: Soy una persona alegre, 

cuando quiero, triste, y también 
me gusta la gente.  Trabajo en la 
embajada por veintiocho años.  Y 
estoy apunto de jubilarme.

Beto: Mira, El Salvador... Te lo 
voy a decir alrededor de mi vida. 
El Salvador, ¿no?  O ¿quieres 
geográficamente el salvador?  
No, what... ¿Que es lo que 
quieres saber?

Marta: All of the... the whole 
family?  All of the names in the 
family or just those that live here 
in El Salvador? 

Ana Ruth: My name is Ana Ruth 
Bondanza.

Adela: Adela.
Wilson: Adela who?
Adela: Bondanza... Wilson.
Wilson: Who are you?
Beto: Well, my name is Alberto 

Bondanza, José Alberto 
Bondanza Gochez.  I am the 
youngest of five siblings.  And, 
ah, well my father is Carlos 
Alberto Bondanza.  My mother, 
María Teresa Gochez de 
Bondanza.  And my sister, Nora, 
the oldest.  Ana Ruth, the second 
in the family.  Marta, the third.  
Adela, mi favorite, is the fourth.  
And I, the last.

Marta: Bondanza, the Bondanzas. 
There's María Tere, Alessandra, 
your father, Steven, Richard, 
Frankie, Rebecca, Armando 
Ramón, my little babies!

Wilson: Who are they?
Marta: Guillermo Alberto and 

Steven Abelino.
Wilson: Who are you?  Your job, 

your...
Adela: What am I like?
Wilson: Yes.
Adela: I'm a happy person, when 

it pleases me, sad, and I enjoy 
others.  I work in the embassy, 
for 28 years.  And I am about to 
retire.

Beto: Look, El Salvador... I will 
tell you about it through my life. 
El Salvador, no?  Or, do you 
want the geography of El 
Salvador? No, what... What is it 
that you want to know?
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Ana Ruth: Es pequeño pero lindo.  
Lo único, lindo hay varias 
lugares que uno puede visitar, de 
turistas.  Pues, nací aquí en Santa 
Tecla.  Aquí crecí y aquí estoy de 
regreso...

Wilson: ¿Que es importante a ti?  
La gente, la tierra...

Beto: Mira, es un... es un... El 
Salvador es un país, como se 
llama, el más pequeño de 
Centroamérica.  De una gente, 
una gente muy cordial, muy 
amable.  Pero un país, eh, de 
sus inicios, con serio problemas 
democráticos.  Yo viví la mayor 
parte de mi vida en un país no 
democrático, no que bajo... bajo 
regímenes militares auspiciados 
por los Estados Unidos, por la 
guerra fría, en aquel época.

Off screen: Sí, allí esta la grada.  
Cuidado.  Hey!  No ves que están 
tomando fotos.

Adela: Mis abuelos venían, mis 
bisabuelos venían de Nápoles y 
Genova

Wilson: Cuando?
Adela: Mil ocho cientos 

sesenta...algo.  Esto es 
información te puede dar 
Jacinto.

Jacinto: OK, what?  Mi nombre es 
Carlos Jacinto Bondanza Nuñez, 
hijo de Jacinto Bondanza y de 
Rosa Nuñez.  Si crees... Bueno.  
La, la historia de la familia 
comienza con el primer 
antepasado nosotros. 
Conocemos de él... que nació en 
Comiso, en Sicilia.  Hay una 
Provincia Ragusa, Provincia 
Ragusa.  Pero el pueblo se llama 
Comiso.  Él nació el veinticuatro 
de mayo, de mil ocho cientos 
treinta y nueve.  Aquí en El

Ana Ruth: It is tiny, but beautiful.  It 
is unique, pretty with various 
places to visit, for tourists.  Well, 
I was born here in Santa Tecla.  I 
grew up here and I have come 
back...

Wilson: What is important to you? 
The people, the land...

Beto: Listen, it is... it is... El 
Salvador is a country, what is it 
called, the smallest in Central 
America.  It is made up of very
cordial people, very amiable.  
But it is a country, eh, from the 
beginning, with serious 
democratic issues.  I lived most 
of my life in a country without 
democracy, that was under... 
under military regimes 
supported by the United States, 
through the cold war, in that era.

Off screen: Yeah, these are the steps.  
Be careful.  Hey!  Can't you see 
he's taking photos?

Adela: My grandparents came, 
my great-grandparents... came 
from Naples and Genoa.

Wilson: When?
Adela: Eighteen sixty... 

something.  Jacinto can give you 
this information.

Jacinto: OK, what?  My name is 
Carlos Jacinto Bondanza Nuñez, 
son of Jacinto Bondanza and of
Rosa Nuñez.  If you believe... 
Well, the family history begins 
with our first known ancestor.  
We know he... he was born in 
Comiso, in Sicily.  There's a 
Province of Ragusa, Province of 
Ragusa.  But the city is named 
Comiso.  He was born on May 
24th, 1839.  Here in El Salvador, 
they appeared in approximately 
1860.  Apparently they were
already married.  Anyways, we
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Salvador, ellos aparecieron haya 
aproximadamente en mil ocho 
cientos sesenta.  Aparentemente 
ya... ellos ya venían casados.  Sin 
embargo, no tenemos pruebas de 
que los hijos de ellos serán los 
abuelos nuestros haya nacido en 
Italia.  Pero, hay fuertes indicios 
de que si nacieron allá

Wilson: Y... ¿que sabes de los 
principios de las Bondanzas?

Nora: Mira, yo de los principios 
de los Bondanzas, no sé mucho, 
la verdad.  Sé que mis abuelos 
vinieron de Italia.  Que mi papá 
nació aquí.  Que tenía varios 

*** hermanos que por vinieron, ya.  
Eso es lo que yo sé

Wilson: ¿Tienes más?
Nora: No, pero la que te debía 

haber dado explicación de los 
Bondanzas es la Marta.  Marta es 
la que sabe todo.

Marta: De los Bondanzas de...
¿hablando de los pasados?

Wilson: Sí, como...
Marta: Mis bisabuelos, mi 

bisabuelo Don Vicente 
Bondanza, napolitano, casado 
creo que Nicolasa Buenaza... 
Genovesa.  Vinieron a El 
Salvador, se instalaron en Santa 
Ana.  Allí nacieron los hijos de él 
que no conocimos, ninguno.  No 
conocimos a ningún tío, tío 
abuelo.  Solo conocimos a la... mi 
abuelo, Abelino.  Y de allí de los 
Bondanzas, los hermanos de mi 
papá, mi papá Alberto, la 
Mariíta, Adela, eh, quien más...

Jacinto: Hay una presencia 
documental que en ese tiempo 
no había revistos civil.  Eh... todo 
lo que existió que eran los 
bautizos, los matrimonios, los de 
funciones, todo estos se hacía en

  have no evidence that their 
children, who became our 
grandparents, were born in Italy. 
But, there are very strong 
indications that there were born 
over there.

Wilson: And... What do you know 
of the first Bondanzas?

Nora: Look, I don't know much 
about the first of the Bondanzas. 
That's the truth.  I know that my 
grandparents came from Italy.  
That my father was born here.  
That he had various siblings who 
came and went.  That's what I 
know.

Wilson: Anything else?
Nora: No, but who can give you 

a factual explanation of the 
Bondanzas is Marta. She's the 
one who knows everything.

Marta: Of the Bondanzas... You're 
talking about the ancestors?

Wilson: Yeah, like...
Marta: My grandparents, my 

grandfather Mr Vicente 
Bondanza, from Naples, I believe 
married to Nicolasa Buenaza... 
from Genoa.  They came to El 
Salvador, settled in Santa Ana.  
There, his children were born but 
we never met any of them, not 
one.  We never met a single 
uncle, great uncle.  We only 
knew the... my grandfather, 
Abelino.  And from there the 
Bondanzas, my father's siblings, 
my father Alberto, little María, 
Adela, eh, who else...

Jacinto: There is a documentary 
presence, but in those days there 
were no civil registries.  Eh... all 
that existed were from baptisms, 
marriages, funerals, everything 
that was made in an ecclesiastic 
registry, in the church over there. 
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el registro eclesiástico, en la 
iglesia, allí.  Entonces, buscando 
yo, porque yo me he ido... me fui 
como seis meses, casi todos las 
semanas fui a Santa Ana a buscar 
documentación de ellos.  Yo va a 
pasar casi todo los mediodías 
para seis meses a buscar.  Y 
encontré yo que en mil ocho 
cientos sesenta y cuatro aparecen 
por primera vez ellos...

Marta: ¿Quien quiere comer, ehh, 
mango!

Voices: - ...María de los Angeles...
- ...es que mango es bueno 

para... con el trago.
- Marta! Ya comí!
- ...tan raro...

Maid: ¿Quieren sal, Don Miguel?
Mike: Eso es, lo que queremos es 

sal.  ¿Pero ella no tiene sal?
Marta: No, aquí no hay.  ¿Comer? 

¿Quieres más, Chicalela?
Mike: Aquí hay sal, ¿como 

pongo sal?
Off screen: - ...No, y es suyo.

- ...usted le dijo, el señor le 
dijo que... 

- por que así?
- Para llegando.
- No, no.

Adela: De esa loma, del otro lado 
era la finca de Beto.  ¿Como se 
llamaba la finca de Beto?

Roxy: ¿Las Cruces?
Adela: ¡Las Cruces!  Ah ¡Jesus!
Lucas: Allí hay uno más grande.
Adela: Oy! Mango, cuidado.
Lucas: Con cuidado que se caen.
Adela: Caete  si mal le haces al 

pobre... eh... ¡Alex!
Roxy: ¡Pobre!
Wilson: Pues, uhhh, ¿recuerdas 

mucho de tu niñez?

So, I searched, because I have 
been... I went for about six 
months, almost every week I 
went to Santa Ana in order to 
find documentation of them. I 
spent almost every afternoon for 
six months to search.  And I 
found that in 1864, they 
appeared for the first time...

Marta: Who wants to eat, ehh, 
mango!

Voices: - ...María of the Angels...
- ...it's that mango is good 

for... with the drink.
- Marta!  I already ate!
- ...how strange...

Maid: Do you want salt, Mr. 
Michael?

Mike: That's it, salt is just what 
we want.  But she doesn't have 
any salt?

Marta: No, there isn't any here.  
Do you want to eat?  Do you 
want more, Chicalela?

Mike: Here's salt, if you want 
one with salt.

Off screen: - ...No, and it's his.
- ...He told him, the man 

told him that...
- Why'd he do that?
- To turn it on.
- No, no.

Adela: That hill, Beto's farm was 
on the other side.  What was his 
farm called?

Roxy: The Crosses?
Adela: The Crosses!  Ah, Jesus!
Lucas: There's a big one.
Adela: Oy!  Mango, be careful.
Lucas: Be careful if the fall.
Adela: Shut up or you'll hurt the 

poor... eh... Alex!
Roxy: Poor!
Wilson: Well, uhhh, do you 

remember much from your 
childhood?
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Marta: ¿de?
Wilson: La niñez tuya...
Marta: De mi, ¿de mi niñez?
Wilson: Sí!  Con, con tus hermanas 

y más.
Nora: Mira, yo cuando estaba 

pequeña, no iba tanto a la finca.  
Sí, me recuerdo que nos íbamos 
en... ¿tú sabes lo que es una 
carreta?  No habían calles para ir 
a la finca.  Y uno iba en carreta, 
que la carreta la tiene los bueyes.
Allí nos íbamos todos para la 
finca.

Wilson: De Santa Tecla...
Nora: De Santa Tecla a la finca, 

sí, porque había una calle que 
nos llevaba.

Marta: Jovencitas?  Bueno, 
jovencitas nos llevaba mi papá a 
la finca todos.  A la Adelita, a 
Beto, a mí, a ella, a la que grande 
no, pero nosotros íbamos de 
temporada a la finca a cortar 
café.  No sabíamos.  No sabíamos 
cortar.  Este.... Esa fuera lo 
primero que hacia mi papa, las 
vacaciones a la finca.

Ana Ruth: Solo la Nora y yo. Ya 
después cuando llego la Adelita, 
la molestaba mucho.

Wilson:  ¿Ella era... es más joven?
Ana Ruth:  Era la chicita.  Entonces, yo 

le molestaba, y la Marta también. 
La Nora era mandona. Todavía.

Wilson:  ¿Recuerdas un ejemplo de 
esto?

Ana Ruth:  Va, por ejemplo fijate que 
por unas muñecitas alrededor de 
la pared, las ponía en fila, y ella 
se sentaba en una sillita, y si se 
levantaba.  Después venía yo, y 
la votaba.  Entonces, eso era 
cuando ella lloraba.

Marta: From?
Wilson: Your childhood...
Marta: From my, from my 

childhood?
Wilson: Yes! With, your sisters and 

more.
Nora: Look, when I was little, I 

didn't go to the farm that often.  
Yes, I remember we would go 
in... Do you know what a cart is? 
We didn't have roads to get to 
the farm.  And one would go by 
cart, a cart with oxen.  That's 
how we all went to the farm.

Wilson: From Santa Tecla...
Nora: From Santa Tecla to the 

farm, yes, because there was a 
road that took us there.

Marta: Little ones?  Alright, when 
we were little my father took us 
all to the farm.  Little Adela, 
Beto, me, her, the oldest one, no, 
but we all went briefy to pick 
coffee.  We didn't know.  We 
didn't know how to pick.  This... 
that was the first thing my father 
did, the vacations to the farm.

Ana Ruth: Only Nora and I.  A little 
later, when Adela arrived, we 
picked on her constantly.

Wilson: She was... the youngest?
Ana Ruth: She was the tiny one.  So, I 

annoyed her, and Marta as well.  
Nora was the bossy one.  Even 
still.

Wilson: Do you remember an 
example?

Ana Ruth: Sure, for example she 
attached a bunch of little dolls 
around the wall, she placed them 
in a row, and she would sit them 
down and stand them up.  Later 
I came and threw them.  So, 
that's when she started to cry.
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Marta:  A la Adelita, la vivía 
fregando porque la Adela tenía 
cómo veinte muñecas.  Sabes que 
son muñecas?  En fila, así.  Y 
daba clases.  La Adela.  A las 
muñecas.  Entonces, yo pasaba 
con un palo y les arrastraba.  
Porque me caía mal las muñecas. 
A mi no me gustan las muñecas. 
Me gustan las pistolas.  ¡Jugaba 
Cowboy!

Beto:  Cuando pasé a noveno   
grado, mi papa decidió mejor 
mandarme para Estados Unidos.
O sea tenía yo cumplí quince 
años en el avión.  Yo salí un 
veinte de enero de aquí y como 
se tardaba bastante el avión 
en... mis quince años fueron en el 
avión.  Cuando llegue a San 
Francisco, ya llegue de quince 
años.  Y desde entonces... me 
hice un bueno estudiante.  No, 
no volvía a dejar un año.  Me 
dediqué más a escuela.  Yo 
estuve en el Saint Mary's College 
High School en Berkeley.  Que es 
una excelente high school privada 
de hermanos lasallianos.

Marta:  Y a primer grado... ¿Sabes 
que es primer grado?  ¿First 
Grade?  El primer año de 
colegio... Yo no hice nada.  No 
abrí libros, no abrí cuadernos, y 
¡me aplazaron!  Tuve de que 
repetí el año.  Y estudié el tercer 
grado en el colegio Santa Inés.  
De allí me echaron. They expel 
me... eh, como se dice... 
expulsaron.

Marta: The little Adela, I lived to 
bug her because she had 
something like 20 dolls.  Do you 
know what dolls are?  In a row, 
like this.  And she would give 
them lessons.  So, I passed by 
with a stick and knocked them 
down.  Because I didn't like 
dolls.  No, I don't like dolls.  I 
like guns!  I played Cowboy! 

Beto: When I moved on to ninth 
grade, my father decided it was
better to send me to the United 
States.  I celebrated my fifteenth 
birthday on the airplane.  I left 
here on January 20th and the trip 
took so long... my fifteenth 
birthday happened on the plane. 
When I arrived in San Francisco, 
my fifteenth birthday arrived 
too.  And from there... I became 
an excellent student.  I never 
missed a year.  I dedicated much 
to school.  I went to the Saint 
Mary's College High School in 
Berkeley.  It's an excellent private 
high school run by Lasallian 
Brothers.

Marta: And in first grade... Do 
you know what first grade is?  
First grade?  The first year of 
school... I didn't do anything.  I 
didn't open books, I didn't open 
notebooks, and I was held back!  
I had to repeat the year.  And I 
went to the Santa Inés school for 
third grade.  There, they threw 
me out.  They expel me... eh, 
what's it called... expelled.
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Adela:  Nos asustaba con la 
Siguanaba.  ¿Sabes quien es la 
Siguanaba?  La Siguanaba es a 
myth, una leyenda.  Y decía que 
la Siguanaba se aparecía en tu 
forma, en mi forma.  Y así nos 
asustaba mi papá en la finca.  
Había un tanque de agua que era 
nosotros les llamamos “la 
piscina.”  Y allí nos enseñó mi 
papa a nadar.  Nos tiraba.  Así 
ve.  Y nos enseñó nadar allá en la 
piscina... chiquitos todos.  Qué 
más?

Wilson:  That was it.  I just wanted to  
catch that.

Lucas:  La chiquito!  Ten cuidado 
que no se caen.

Roxy: ¡Está acido!
Lucas: Llevate la leche por el 

culito.  Un culito del mango.
Wilson:  Y puedo comer?
Lucas:  Sí.  Es de clase pica, este, 

no?
Roxy:  No pica este.
Lucas: De no, no dañala.  Sí, 

tenga.  De boca!
Wilson:  Cualquier y todo?
Roxy:  ¡Con guaro!
Lucas:  Con guaro.  Un alcohol.
Ana Ruth:  Ay, qué tan lindo.  

Preciosas!
Adela:  Es Tiffany, Alex.  Gee, what 

a mess.  Ahora te voy a enseñar 
los rosaditos.  Y mira Alex, por 
favor, Tiffany!

Noy:  ...grande, con crema y con 
fresas.

Marta: ¡Rica!  Yo un cumpleaño... 
No te acuerdas, que un 
cumpleaño...

Adela:  Te gusta, Alex?

Adela: … scared us with the 
Siguanaba.  Do you know the 
Siguanaba?  The Siguanaba is a 
myth, a story.  And he said that 
the Siguanaba appeared in your 
form, in my form.  And my 
father scared us at the farm.  
There was this tank of water that 
we all called, “the pool.”  And 
my father taught us how to swim 
there.  He threw us.  Like this, 
see.  And he taught us to swim 
over there in the pool... little 
kids, all of us.  What else?

Wilson: That was it.  I just wanted to  
catch that.

Lucas: The little one!  Take care, 
that they don't fall.

Roxy: It's so sour!
Lucas: The milk pours out of the 

little butt.  The butt of the 
mango.

Wilson: And I can eat?
Lucas: Yeah.  This is the itchy 

kind, no?
Roxy: This one doesn't itch.
Lucas: No, this one won't hurt 

you.  Yeah, take one.  For the 
mouth!

Wilson: Any and all?
Roxy: With liquor!
Lucas: With liquor.  Some 

alcohol.
Ana Ruth: Ay, how pretty.  Just 

precious!
Adela: It's Tiffany, Alex.  Gee, 

what a mess.  Now I'm going to 
show you the pink ones.  And 
look Alex, if you will, Tiffany!

Noy: ...huge, with cream and 
strawberries.

Marta: How rich!  There was one 
birthday... I'm not sure which 
birthday...

Adela: Do you like it, Alex?
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Marta:  Mira!
Noy:  Que estudias?
Marta:  Antropología.
Noy:  Y tiene que leer?
Wilson:  Y qué... tengo que qué?
Noy:  La antropología, tú.  De 

esa parte?
Wilson:  ¿Este? Es, uh, parte de 

antropología.  Es para mi tesis.
Marta:  Tesis!  Cuando saques 

esto... cuando saques estas 
fotografías, este film... le enseñes 
a la universidad, decile “esta es 
la tía mas bella que allí en El 
Salvador.”

Wilson:  Ah, sí?
Marta:  Yo soy!
Noy:  Como serán las otras?
Wilson:  Como... qué?
Noy:  Como seran las otras?
Marta:  Las otras tías feas!
Wilson:  No...
Marta:  Pero tú decile que esta la 

más bella!
Maid:  Con permiso.
Adela:  Por su puesto... Vamos
Nora:  Mira que ella de que te 

conté.  ¿Ya viste?
Wilson:  Ah, sí.
Nora:  Pobrecita, no ha podido ir 

a...
Marta: ¿Estás esperando, Nora?
Wilson:  Pase...
Jacinto:  ...en historia y ingles! 

Historia y ingles.  No me queda 
la matemática, física, química.   
Eran burros.  Eso a mí no me 
gustaba, pero es que ya la mente, 
la mente trae.  Para esto y que se 
sorprende para otra.  Y que 
tengo relativamente buena,
buena memoria pero las cosas 
que me interesa.  Eran cosas que 
no me interesan, ni siquiera... así 
de decía... Sherlock Holmes!
Sherlock Holmes decía que no

Marta: Listen!
Noy: What do you study?
Marta: Anthropology.
Noy: And you have to read?
Wilson: And what... I have to 

what?
Noy: The anthropology, you.  

This is a part of it?
Wilson: This?  Is, uh, a part of 

anthropology.  It's for my thesis.
Marta: Thesis!  When you take 

this... when you take these 
photographs, this film... show 
them at the university, tell them, 
“this is the most beautiful aunt 
in El Salvador.”

Wilson: Ah, yeah?
Marta: That's me!
Noy: How will the others be?
Wilson: How... what?
Noy: How will the others be?
Marta: The other aunts will be 

ugly!
Wilson: No...
Marta: But you tell them that this 

one is the most beautiful!
Maid: With permission.
Adela: Of course... Let's go.
Nora: Look, she's just like I told 

you.  You see?
Wilson: Ah, yeah.
Nora: Poor baby, she couldn't go 

to...
Marta: Are you waiting, Nora?
Wilson: Go on...
Jacinto: ...in history and english! 

History and english.  I didn't like 
mathematics, physics, chemistry. 
They were asses. Those, I didn't 
like, but it is what the mind, 
what the mind brings along and 
what surprises it.  And I have a 
relatively good, good memory 
but for the things that interest 
me.  There are things that I don't 
care about, even... they were 
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hay que perder tiempo 
estudiando ni memorizandose 
cosas que uno no le van a servir.  
Entonces, como la mente de 
Sherlock Holmes era analítica y 
estaba revisionada por la ciencia. 
Solo en eso investigaciones como 
el Doctor Watson, verdad? 
Elementary, my dear Watson, 
decía.

saying this in... Sherlock Holmes! 
Sherlock Holmes said that one 
shouldn't waste time studying, 
nor memorizing, things that 
aren't useful.  So, the mind of 
Sherlock Holmes was analytic 
and scientific. He only used his 
mind in these investigations, like 
the Doctor Watson, right?  
Elementary, my dear Watson, he 
said.
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